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SENATE.

46TH CoNGRESS, }

3d Session.

Ex. Doc ..
{ No.19.

LETTER
FROM

THE ·SECRETARY OF THE TREASURYJ
TRA.L~SMITTING,

In response to Senate resolution of the 21st ultimo, copies of all papers in
his office relative to the settlement of the accounts of Dexter E. Clapp, late
agent of the Crow Indians, llfontana Territory.

JANUARY

12, 1881.-Referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs and ordered to be
printed.

TREASURY DEPAR'l'MENT,

Jcmuary 11, 1881.
In obedience to Senate resolution of the 21st ultimo, directing
the Secretary of the Treasury to transmit to the Senate copies of all
papers in his office relative to the settlement of the accounts of Dexter
E. Clapp, late agent of the Crow Indians, Montana Territory, I have the
honor to inclose herewith duly authenticated copies of the following
papers, viz :
Statement of the money account of late Indian Agent Clapp, showing.
a balance due the United States of $54,820.79.
Statement of differences arising in the examination of said money ac:..
count.
Report of the Second Auditor of the Treasury, admitted and certified'
by the Second Comptroller the 22d day of May, 1880.
Letter of the Second Auditor of the Treasury, dated the 28th ultimo..
Very respectfully,
JOHN SHERMAN,
Secretary of the Treasury ..
Bon. WILLIAM A. WHEELER,
President of the United States Senate.
SIR:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
TREASURY DEP AR'l'MENT,

January 11, 1881.
Pursuant to section 882 of the Revised Statutes, I hereby certify that
the annexed are true copies of original papers on :file in this department.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal
of the Treasury Department to be affixed, on the day and year :first above
written.
JOHN SHERMAN,
fSEAL.l
Secretary of the Treasury.
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.

Btatement of differences arising in the examination of th e acco1111t of Dexter E. Clapp aS'
U. S. Indian .dgent at Crow Agency, JJ.Iontana Ty., ji'Ont December 7th, 1/374, to Octoba
21st, 1876, inclusive, undel' bonds of October 29, 1874, g· JJiay '2-0tlt, 1875, bondsmen beiug
the same un each bond.
-------~---------------------------------------------------------------

Balance duP the United StatPs, p 'r official Rtatemrnt. ___ .... __ . . ______________ . 54, 820 79
Agent pr. his last% currrnt renrlers his act. balanced.
A.dd hiR claim as herewith filed for s:~lar,vfrom .July 1st, 1876, toOrtoller
21st, 1876, inclusive, beinp; 3 mos. & 21 days, not charged in his % current --- ----------------------------------------- ----· - --------- --- 460 47
.Add also his claim as hrrcwitb filrcl for travelling exprnseR on his journey from his agency to his home in Kansas from Oct. 21 to Dt'C. 2d,
1876, aA per itemizerl bill rendered for the sum of 26ii. 13, less $3.00 disallowed as paid to waiters, &c., & not chgd. in% current . __ . _. __ . ____ .262 13
722 60
Difference. _____ . _.....•. _........ _______ ••••••. ___ 55, 543 39
Accounted for as follows:
Allst. A
Vou. 4

I
5

A list. n
Vou. 4

"

5, B

" 7, ll
"10, "
" 11, "

You. 8, B

Vou. 21, B
"

,22, "

n

"

25,

"
"

26 B
27: B

Fractional 4th qr., 1874.
C. J. Bachelder, cook stove & furniture. __. ______ ------.-----_ .. ·---·· __ .. 60 o0
·'Agrnt will explain the nec~ss1ty of this purchase. It alJI>ears from the
cash accounts of agent's predecessor that h e purchased a la1ge number of cook
stovrs."
Suspended by 2d Compt. office._--. __ .------ ...... ---_-----· ....... _........
IIorace Countryman, 5 yd. drafting vellum .............................. $10 75
·'Agent certifies that this purchase was necessary for the public service, but
f,tils to state what it particularly needed. A full explanation is required."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. office..............................................
~- R. Shankland, farmer. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . ............. _......... 61 15
For pay from Dec. 7th to 31st, 1874, incl., at $900 pr. annum.
"Agent is required to explain what service as farmer did this man perform
·which entitled him to compensation as such."
Suspemled b,v 2d Compt. office (F.]'. Tr'ty Crows, '75) . _... _......... _.. . . . .
D. F. McMilhn, 2d blacksmith ...................... _................... _. . 61 15
For services at Crow .Agenc_v from Dec. 7 to 31, 1874.
"The treaty of 1868 only calls for one blacks mit'!:!, f'xcept on condition that
100 or more Indians shall enter upon the cultivation of the soil. when a 2<1 blaflk·
smith shall be provided, &e. Such conrlitions not having been complied with
by the Indians, the necessity for 2 blacksmiths and an apprentic<' must bo
shown." " Aflent in his annual report, 1875, states that no agricultural work
was done by ndians, & only 14 acres cultivated h,v government employees."
Disallowed by 2d Com1)1 roller's office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ........... . . _.
Matthew Bird, teacher .... .......................... ................... Gl15
Ruth .A. Noteware, matron ............................................... 33 96
Pluma A. N oteware, asst. matron .................................. _... -. 33 96
129 07
REMARKS TO THE 3 LAST YOL'CIIERS.-" It is understood by the accounting
officers in this dept. from information d<'emed reliable, that no schools were
organized or in existence at all during the time pay was claimrd for. Agent
is required to state the date when the school was organized, the number of
scholars in attendance generally, and snch other facts as will satisfy the accounting officers that a school <lid exist, propedy organized and in full operation at
that time."
Suspended in 2d Audt. office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75).- ..... -.- ....•.. -- . . -- .
Thomas Lewis, miller . ................................................... 39 13
Paid as miller from Dec'r 7th to 3t, 1874, at $900 per anm1m.
"It appears from official reports th:tt there was no grain to grind & no mill
to grind it. What service did this m'tn actu'lll.V perform, & what was the necessity for such service. A full exphtn::ttion is required."
Suspended by 2d Compt. 01lic e (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .................... .
.J.A.Smith,cook ...................................................... 4166
.John Mills " ........................................................ 41 66
R3 32
REMARKS TO LAST 2 VOUCHERS·-"Agent Will furnish information who these
parties cooked for. "
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .. ...... -- ... - ....... .
.James McNamara, carpenter ....................................... ···--· 6115
Paid from Dec'r 7 to 3tst, 1874, at $900 per annum.
"Agent must furnish evidence under oath that this man was by trade a carpenter and worked at such trade during the time he was pahl for."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ........... __ . _..... .
Ed ward Quinn, mea is, &c., f11rnished employees .- .......... _....... _.. .. .. 23 50
George W. Wakfield, boarding, lodging. &<1., furnished employees ......... 24 60

60 00

10 75

61 15

,
61 1v

129 07

39 13

83 32

G1 15

48 10
REMARKS '1'0 LAST 2 VOUCIIERS.-"A.n itemi:l;e<l bill of each voucher giving
dates & names of employees, number of meals, lorlginp;, &c., must be furnished
& supported by snb-vouchers, that the reasonablPness of the charges may be
passed upon in making up the accounts; also a statement is required as to the
necessit.v-for tho absence of agent from the a~ency."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (incidentals, '75) ............. _...............

48 10
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.
Acconnt of Dexter E. Clapp-Continued.
Vou. 30, B

Dexter E. Clapp, ag0nt, tmv. expenses .••...................•.........••.. 70 12
Ag@t ccrtlties to & rec'pts for only ............................•........ 59 37
10 75
Disallowed by Imlian Office (incidentals, '75) ...........•......................•

10. 15-

1st qt·., 1875.
Abst.
Vou.

1

Von.

2, A

Vou.

A

3, A

J. B. & J. V. Bogart, supplies ............................. ..•............ 223 25
"This is an informal voLwher without certificate of agent or receipt of claimant for the money paid him; be.sides the sum total only is given. No prices
named for the various articles charged for. A new voucher embracing the
a,bove points required. "
Snspenrl.ed by the Indian Office (F. F. Trt'y Crows, '75) ....... ............. .
\Vm. \V. Morris, ~=<npplies. __ .................................. . ........... 16 50
Items : 2 galls. linseerl oil . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
"
1 " varnish-----·-------······--···------ - ·----------- 8 00
1 " turpentine . . . . . . .. . . . ...................... _. _. . . 2 00
2thermometers ---·---------------------·-··· -·--------- 150
RK\IARKS.-"Agent will explain what the particnl::tr exigency was or necessity for snch articles, besi<les the prices seem exorbitant."
Suspe11ded by 2d A nd't Office (incidentals, '75) ............................. .
Rich & \Vilson, snpp1ies ...................................... ___ .. .•.... 22 75
Item: 1 school bell .............................................. $3 00
7 p 'r shoes ...................... .... ...................... 16 00
2~ yds. oil-cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 75

22 75
"Agent certifies that th11 exigency of the service would not admit of the delay
incident to advertising-that the articles were for the use and benefit of the
l udian children attending school at the agency, &c." Remarks to vouchers to
7, 10, & 11, fract-. 4th qr., 1874, apply.
Suspended b.v 2d Audt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ...................... .
4,A S. L. Holtzman & Bro., supplies .......................................... 24 50
•· Agent certifies that these articles were purchase<! for the use of the school
at the agency." Remarks to vouchers 7, 10. 11, fi:·actl. 4th qr., 1874, apply.
Suspended by 2d Audt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .............. _....... .
5,A F. lias Story, 4- horses . . .. . .............. . ........................... _.. $425 00
"Agent fails to give prices singly for these horses. He certifies that the exi ~ency for this purchase was caused on account of not finrling any horses at the
a.<rency fit for use, & that he was compelled to make this purchase. Agent
must explain why he did not comply with ·the law in regard to SLteh purchases.
Also succeeding purchases of horses from same parties show that prices paid
for these are exorbitant. Price p<tirl for ea.ch animal should be given-the
cause or exigency set forth not deemed sufficient by the accounting officers."
Suspended as recommended by 2d Oompt. Office (incidenta.ls, '75) ........... .
Von. 7.B C. L. Clapp, services as miller from January 1st to March 31st, 1875, incl., at $900
p er annum ...................... .. ...... ·.................. .......... $225 00
"Agent is required to furnish affidavit of some responsible person that knew
this man before his employment ::ttCrow Agency that he was a miller by trade.
Agent is a.lso required to furnish a statement of the amount of work done at the
mill for this quarter, givin7the number of bushels of grain ground at the agency
mill & who the owners of tne grain were."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ........ ............. .
Vou. 8, B Silas Baker, f1n·mer...... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ......... ... 225 00
Paid from January 1st to March 31, 1875, incl., at $900.00 per annum.
"As no aggricultural work was performed by the Indians, why wasitnecessary to employ such labor at such a salary~ "
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty, Crows, '75) ....................•
15, B James McNamara, carpenter .................. ......................... $55 00
From January 1st to 22d, 1875, incl., at $900 per annum.
Remarks to Vou. 25, fraction!. 4th qr., 1874, apply.
Suspended by :ld Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .. ...•......•.........
16, B James McNamara, detective--- ............. -- . ......................... 170 00
l!'rom Januar.v 23d to March 31st, 1875, at $75.00 per month.
''Agent will furnish statement under oath that this man was actually & continuously employed and rendered service to the government as claimed."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (incidentals) ................................ .
Vou. 19, B John Mills, cook ..... ........................... ... ..................... 150 00
J.
A.
Smith, " ............. --- ...... -..... - ... --.---.- ...... -..... -.-. 150 00
"
~3, "

12 B
26: B
27, "

300 00
PaidfromJan'yl to March31, 1875, incl., for each of above vouchers, $50 permo.
Remarks to vo'uchers 2L & 22 fract'l4th qr., 1874, apply.
Suspended by Com pt. Office (iucidentals, '75) ............................. .
Matthew Bird, teacher ......... ................ ... ....... -----······--- 225 00
Ruth A. Noteware, matron . ...................... --- ...... ----- .. - ...... 125 00
Pluma A. Noteware, asst. matron .... -.. -.- ........ -- ...... --.- .•.... - ... 125 00
475 00
Remarks to vouchers 7, 10, 11, fract'l 4th qr., 1874, apply to last 3 vouchers.
Suspenued by :.ld Audt. Office (F.l!". Tr'ty Crow:;, '75) ....................... .

16

5(J

22 75

?A

5(J

425- 0(}

225

oa

225 00

55 00

170 00

300 00

475 00
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.
Account of Dexter E. Clapp-Continued.

Abs't
B
Von. 30, B
41,A

You. 43,A

45,B

D. F. McMillan, as 2d blacksmith ....................................... 225 00
Paid from January 1st to March 31, 1875, incl. at $900 per annum.
Remarks to voucher 5, fract'l 4th qr., apply.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr't.v Crows, '75) ..........••..........
Rich & Wilson, 180 pounds tobacco, at 70c. per lbs . .................... 126 00
REMALtKS.-"Ageut Clapp was instructed b.v the Commissioner of Indian .Affairs to purchase certain supplies in lieu of the annuity goods which were de·
tained transit, but said supplies were to be purchased in accordance with law,
whieh (instruction) he disoueyed, however, by purchasing said supplies in open
market, & gives in explanation his reasons for so doing-th:tt bad he advertised for proposals for furnishing said goods & suppli(•s, it would have ruinP<l
the prices in the territory. Thi1:1 explanation is not satisfactory to the accOlmting officers, and does not excuse agent in disobeying his instructions & violating the law in purchasing supplies for the Indian service."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ....... ....•.....• ....
S.H.Osborn,medicalsnpplies.
. . ------------ ----·------- .........•.• 8115
Item: 1 gallon sp'ts furmento (whiskey) 6.25 & t o-al. port wine 4 . ...... $10 25
"Agent will certify what disposition was made o~ these articles. A certificate
from the agenc.v physician that it was used for medical purposes, in the treatment of the Indians is required."
Suspended by 2tl Comptroller's Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .. .... ......... .
Edward Quinn, supplies . .. . .. . ... .. . .. . .. . ... . . . .. . . . .... .. ... ... .... .. 98 40
For meals and horse feed for employees visiting Bozeman, from Jan'y
1st to March 31, 1875.
Geor~e W. Wakefield, for furnishing meals & lodgings to emplo.vees, &
staoling & fora_ge for horses, in visiting the city of .Bozeman from January 1, 1875, to March 31, 1875, inclusive .... ...•••••.•.. •............... 151 00
249 40
RPmarks to vouchers 26 & 27, fract'l 4th qr., 1874, will apply to vouchers 45 &
46, aboYe last named.
Suspended by 2cl Compt. Office (incidentals, '75) ........................... .

Abs'tA
Voucher3l
"
33
34
38
39

225 0()

126

O()

10 25

249 40

Rich & Wilson, hats & muslin . ....................................... 162 19
Gaus & Klein, clothing and calico ...... .................. ......... ... . 1, 940 42
"
"
supplies . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78 45
Elias Story, 2, 800 cartr·idges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168 00
"
"
240 3 pt. blankets, 5. 75 ea .................................. 1, 380 00
3, 729 16
Remarks to vou. 41 applies to last 5 vouchers.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. (F.lj'. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .................•........... 3, 729 16

Abs't A
Vou. 40

Vou.

3

6

Abs't
Vou.

"

A
9

10,A

Rich & Wilson, supplies .......•..................•.................••. 280 00
REMARKS.--" This voucher was suspended by the Indian Office for explanations as to apparent high prices & the exigency which made it necessary to purchase the articles mentioned at such rates. Agent's explanations rec'd up to
this time not being satisfactory to the accounting oilicers of the Treasury, the
2d Comptroller adds to the suspension the remarks to voucher 41, this quarter.
Therefo!:e the suspension is continued for further explanation, as recommended
by the 2d Compt. Office" (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .......................••......
2d qr., 1875.
A. M. Quivey, special messenger to Riv-er Crows, from Jan'y 21 to March 31,
1875, incl., being two months & 10 days, at 50 p'r month ................ 116 67
REMARKS.-" As .Agent Clapp's predecessor appeared to need only the services of one messenger for the River Crows, and nothing appearing on the records
of the Indian Office as an exigency or authority for the employment of two persons to perform such service for the same time, this voucher will be disallowed
by 2d Compt. Office" (F. F. Tr"ty Crows, '75) .............................. . ... .
D. F. McMillan, 2d blacksmith . ............. . ........................... 225 00
From April lst to June 30, 1875, incl., at $900.00 p 'r annum.
Remarks to voucher 5, 4th qr., and vou. 30, 1st qr., 1875, apply.
Suspended by 2d Compt. Ofiice (F.]'. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ................... .
Elias Story, 13,334 needle-cartridges, at $60 p'r M ........................ 800 00
REMARKs.-" Agent certifies that he was compelled to make this purchase on
account of his going to work on the new agency building, & that be could not
procure a guard of soldiers. This explanation cann.ot be accepted without a.
statement from the commanding officer that a guard was asked for & could not
be furnished; besides, the record of correspondence between the agent a11d
Commissioner of Indian Affahs does not show that a guard of soldiers had been
asked for, or that it was necessary to have one."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .................... .
Rich & Wilson, supplies ..........................•••................... $515 06
Item: 1 saddle ............................................. 30 00
" 1 stove . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 00
RElfARKS.-" \Vhat kind of a saddle was this, and what was the necessity for
t-he purchase of a stove when there were so many lil<e purchases made by agent!s
predecessor, James Wright, and by .Agent Clapp himsplf in the 4th qr., 1874?
The remainder of >ouchcr will stand suspended, with items above named. until
a satisfactory explanation as to said items; also as to the reason why be did not
comply with the law in reference to the purchases of supplies .. ,

280 00

116 67

225 00

800 00

-
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.

Account of Dexter E. (;lapp-Continued.
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ..................•••
Item of 48 cases of axle greece, at 55 c. each . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 26 50
Should be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 40

Abst.
Von.

A

Vou.

1.A

1

8

A
15

·n
4

Von.

"

Overp'd ....... .. .............. ........ _. ___ ....... .
Suspended by the Indian Office.

lOc

Gans & Klein, supplies... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. • • • . .. .. .. . • • • • • 1, 042 50
Item: 24 doz. butcher knives, at 9 00.
" 2,024 yds. muslin, at 15c. per yd.
"
740 pounds of tobacco, 70c. per lb.
Remarks to vouchers 31, 33, 34, 40, 38 & 39, 1st qr., 1875, will apply to this.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ..................... . 1, 042 50
Milo Seketer, 5,500 lbs. potatoes, at 2c. per lb. (F. F. T1·'ty Crows, '75).

110 00

W. H. Tracy, 7,45~ lbs. potatoes, Itc. (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '75) ....

111 75

l!c. (F. F. Tr'tyRiver Crows, '75) ..•.

143 29

White Calfie, 8,188

365 04
"Agent's expl:mations of the exigency that compelled him to make these purchases is not sufficit>nt. Agent will explain how it could occur that the River
Crows surprised him with this sudden and unexpected visit when he had two
rPgular messengers between his agency and their camp. A full and complete
statement under oath must be furnished, showing what disposition was made of
tht>se purchases, also the date when agent commenced supplying the employees
with rations & his authority therefor."
Suspended by 2cl Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . •

365 0!

489 02

13
14
30
84
106

Walter Cooper, guns, &c.... .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .
489 02
"Agent fails to state his authorit,y under which these purchases were made
& does not certify what the exigency was that required the purchase & immediate delivery of those articles."
Suspended by the Indian Office (F. F. Tr' ty River Crows, '75).... .... •. . . ..
Plum a A. Noteware, asst. matron.....................................
98 90
Ruth A. N oteware, matron .. .. . . .. . • .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. . .. . • . .
98 90
Matthew Bin1, teacher . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 225 00
Mrs. 0. J. Baker, mittron . . .. . .. .. .. • .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
31 66
R. F. May, bill of school books ......... , .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .
48 55

503 01

17

503 01
RemarkE< to vouchers 7, 10. & 11, fractl. 4th qr., 1874, apply to last 5 vouchers.
Suspended by 2d Audt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .... .. .. .. . . .. .. . ......
Elias Story: item 4, 000 cartridges .................................... (

:: 1, ggg Y?.S· fu~i~~g ~ ~ ~ ~:
~::::
495 00
Remarks to voucher 41, qr. 1875, appl,y.
Suspeniled by 2d Com pt. Office, (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows)..................
J. B. & J. V. Bogart, supplies....... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
336 49
This voucher embraces all articles, being the entire amount charged
in vou. 1, 1st qr., '75, & suspended in said qr., amounting to........
223 25

495 00;

Bal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... _. . . . . . . 113 24
"This balance of $113.24 is suspended for same reason as given in vou. 1, 1st
qr., '75, except that this voucher appears to be properly certified to by agent &
am't receipted for by claimant. Other causes or reasons for suspension remain,
as former explanations are not satisfactory."
Suspended b_y Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '75) . ................ .
C. L. Clapp, services as miller from April 1st to June 30, 1875, at $900
per annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225 00
Remarks to voucl1er 7, 1st qr., 1875, appl,v.
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .................... .

113

:

18

19

D
22

Von.

516 06

31

32

37

:::::: :

:::::::::::::::: s

John A. Smith, laborer, from A.prillst to June 30, 1875, at $50 per month. 150 00
'·Agent reports this man on roll of employees as cook; he will state under oath
as to actual service performed."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '75) .............. .
Frank M. Murray, detective......
.. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . - ........ 54 40
Paid from May 25th to June 15, 1875, at $75 pr. mo.
''Did this man use a gov't animal in the performance of hiR duty ~" Remarks
to voucher 92 apply.
Suspended b_v ::ld Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '75) .............. .
Frank M. Murray, laborer, work on agency building at new agency from June
16 to 30, 1875 = 15 days, at 75.00 pr. mo .................... . ........... 37 50
"Agent is reqnired to state under oath what special work this man p erformed
that entitled him to receive $25.00 pr. month more than a majority of other employees."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ...................••
Michael Flahort.v, engineer, from April 26 to June 30, 1875, being 64 days, at
$75.00pr. month ..................................................... lfiO 00
"This man's name does not appear on roll of employes for this (2 qr.1875).
The name of Bryant Good win does appear on said roll as engineer, and agent's
pay-roll shows that he was paid as such."

2~

225 00

150 0()

5440

37 50
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Vou.

••

Von.

42

43

44

.A.s only one engineer is allowed, & there being only one mill located at the
agency, the services of this man as engineer will be disallowed by the 2d
Compt's. Office (F. F.Tr'ty Crows, '75) .... ..•...........•.....• ......•.......
John Mills, cook .......... .......•...........•..•....................... 125 00
"
"
" ........••••...•.. ···········--·-······· ······ ·······--· 25 00
150 00
Remarks to voucher 21 & 22 fract. 4th qr. , 1874, apply to last voucher.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. '.C'y Crows, '75.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Silas Baker, services as farmer, from April 1st to June 30, 1875, 90 d's, at 900
225 00
t[~!~r:k~ -t~ ~-~~~i1~~: 8," i~t -q~."·75~ · ~pp.ly~
l::'uspended b.r 2d Compt. Office (E'. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W. Y. Smith, laborer, from May 20th to June 30th, 1875, at 50.00 pr. mo .... 68 32
''Agent is required to furnish information as to what kind of labor this man
performed & whether at the old or new new agency."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
John F. Yancy, services as 2d farmer from May 22d to June 30,1875,39 days, at
50.00 pr. month ....... . ........... ... ..... ..... . ....•......... . .... . ... 65 00
"As only one farmer can be allowed under the treaty of 1868, & not even
one appears to be necessary, as no Indians appear to have been engage(l in the
cultivation of the soil; therefore this voucher for services as 2d farmer is disallowed b:v 2d Compt. Office" (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . .
Edward Everett, services as ferryman, from May 7 to June 15,1875,39 days, at
$45 pr. month ....... ...... .... . ....................... .••.. .......... $58 50
"Agent will state under oath whether this ferry was or was not the property
belonging to the United States at the time this service was rendered; he will
also state where this ferry is located."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Edward Everett, ferryman, from June 16 to June 30th, 1875, 15 days, $45.00
~~m~~:k;t~-~~~-."si~j;pij:-~---··········· · ······· ····- ----············ 22 50

100 0()

150 O()

··· ····························

70

73

82

83

Sus-pended by 2d Com pt. (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
S. H. Osburn, medical supplies...... . ... ... ............ .................. 63 50
Item of 1 gallon of spirit furmenti (whisky), at $10.00 per gall ......... .. 10 00
Remarks to voucher 43. 1st qr., 187:1, appl_y.
SuspP.nded by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Trt'y Crows, '75) ...... , ... . . . . . . . . . . .
.88, B George W. Wakefield, supplies furnished employes in visiting Bozeman at
various times between April2d & June 2!J, 1875, amounting to . .... ... 1:!5 00
"Ag~>nt's explanation to the former suspension by the Imhau Oftice is not accepted by the accounting officers. Agent states in his explanations that he dill
not keep a list of the names of employes who incurrecl this expense, nor the
date, &c., & that. the t eams were continually going to and fro with articles in
establishing the new location, &c. Agent must state whether the teams, in
j!Oing from the old agency to the new location, had to pass throu"h Bozeman.
Agent must also furnish names of employes and the dat.es on which the expense
was incurred, and the offidal business transacted ruust be given."
Suspension remains as recommended by the 2u Compt. Office (F. F. Trt'y
RiverCrows,'75)...... .. . ..... ...... . .. ...... .... . . ...... ...... ...........
S9, B Edward Quinn, supplies furnished employes in going to & returning from
agency to Bozeman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 60
Remarks to voucher 88 appl_y.
Suspended hy 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Trt'y River Crows, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
on. 90,B George W. Wakefield, freighting ............................. .. ...•...... 20 00
Was paid for 1,500 lbs. of freight from Bozeman to Crow Agency.
"It appears from voucher 88 tl1at agency teams wem in Bozeman at the time
this man's team was eng!tged to haul this freight. Vvhy was not an agency
team employed to do this frei"hting?"
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Trt'y Crow~>, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
91 Henry Keiser, mess~>nger to the River Crows. wat:~ paid from December 7, 1874,
to June 30, 1875, at $85.00 per month, amounting to ..... ... ............ 578 00
"Agent is required to ~xplain the necessity or exigency for tho employment
of a special messenger."
Suspended by 2d Auditor (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '75)..... . .. .. ........ . .
ADDITIONAL RE.\f.ARKS BY 2D COMPTROLLER-" The agent is required to state Lbe
exact duty- this man performed; the number of trips he wa~> r equired to make ;
the distance between the agency and Crow camf, all(l what was his duty whc>n
amongst the River Crows, and why was he pait such an increase of pay over
the other messeng!'r. Suspended. "
.92 James McNamara, U.etecth·e, from April 1st to May 24, 1875, 1 mo. & 23 days, ::tt
$75.00 p'r month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ............................... 132 5:>.
''Agent will explain the necessity for employing a deteutive at all."
Su~;pended by 2d Audt. (F. 1<'. Tr'ty Crows, '75) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ADDITIONAL REMAUKS BY 2D CoMPT., VIZ:-" Affidavit is required that this
man was continually employed as detective; also, why it was n ecessary to have
such service employed."
94 M. Clapp, laborer, was paid from May 20 to J nne 30, 1875, 41 days, at $50 00 per
month .... . . .......................................................... 68 52
Should be only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 32

225 00.

68 32

65 0()

58 5()

22 50

Vou. 37, A

Overpayment dis::tllowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
As reQommended by t.he Inrlian Office (F. F. Trt'y Crows. '75) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ADDITIONAL RE.\IAHKS HY 20 CO.\IPTROLLEit.-" llow old was this person, and
what partiular work did he perform. Was this person male or female. The full

10 0()

135 0()

72 6().

~0 00

578 0()_

132 5()

20.
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Von.

Von.

Von.

name must. be given. Also the reason why this name was not reported on roll
of employ for this quarter. This voucher, les~ amt. disallowed, will stand
snspenfled until satisfactory explanation as to points above indicated are furnished. ''
:Suspended by the 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ..................•
95 Ambrose P. Fox, hire of team. One four horse team from May 21 to J\me 30,
1875, bf'ing 39 days, at $50 per mo ........................................ 65 00
"Agent certifies that the team was used in hauling provisions from the old
to the new agency. How could this be 1 He was then only getting ready to
build. Besides, there are six Sundays within the time paid for. Agent is required to furnish a complete statement of this transaction, and why be paid
for the use of team on the Saubath if they were not employed. He will also
state who drove and subsisted this team. Were the employlls subsisted by the
govmnment. A full explanation is required."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty, Crows, '75) ........••.•.... .. ...
97 A.M. lluivey, messenger, paid from April 1 to June 30, 1875, being 3 mos. , at
$50 per mo .............................................................. 150 00
RE~fARKS BY 2D A eDITOR.-"Agent must explain the necessity for the employment of two messengers at same time, or even one."
Suspended by 2d Audt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows) . ................... .
RE)fARKS BY 2D COMPT. 0FFICE.-"Agent is referred to von. 3 of this qr.
for further remarks to this voucher."
99
Rich & Wilson, saddles & bridles ....................................... 4!>2 67
Paid for 14 saddles, at $30 ea ............................................ .420 00
& " "14briclles,at$2.33tea ............................................ 32 67
"Agent certifies that he was authorized to make this purchase by the Ron.
Commissioner of Imlian Affairs, and that he advertised for bids, but rec 'd
none, except one, & that was in connection with an offer including horse, which
he could not except, & was therefore obliged to purchase in open market.
This explanation is not satisfactory. Agent fails show the necessity or exigency for this purchase. He had saddles & bridles on hand when this purchase was made.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Trt'y River Crows, '75) .....••..........
100 Elias Story, supplie~, &c., paid for 117 cavelry jackets, $2.00 ea ..•.•.••• 233 00
Remarks to Vou. 41, 1st qr., 1875.
Susprnded by 2cl Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ......•..••••.•......
104 Rich & Wilson, suppli~s .. ..... ... ... .................................. 554 94
Item: 117 pounds of mule shoes, 22!c. per lb. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 26 55
Should be . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 32
Overpaid . ..... ............ .. .. .. ...... ...... ...... ..............
22
Disalloweq by the Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ..............••....
REMARKS BY 2D CmiP'f. OFFICI•:. - " Item of stove and furniture, $40.00: For
whom was this purchase made, & what was the necessity or exigency for the
same? This entire voucher, less overpayment disallowed, 22c., will stand suspended until satisfactory explanations are furnished as to the above-mentioned
1tems of stove and furniture, also to remarks to voucher 41, 1st qr., '75."
Huspen<led by 2d Com pt. Office (F ..F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ..•...•.....•........
105 Nelson Story, oxen and plows .. ..... .......... : ......................... 300 00
"Agent certitiPs that. he made this purchase in accord<mce with authority
granted in a letter from the Indian Office, of date March 4th, 1875, & that the
articles were needed for immediate use, &c. This is not satisfactory. The
instruutions in the letter referred to were that agent should purchase in accordance with law; and in regard to the immediate necessity, there was none,
juuging from agent's report, as there was no cultivation of the soil by the Indians this .\'ear (1875).
Suspenclrd by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) ....•...............
Elias
Story, Slll)plies. For 12 8~ lbs. of tobacco, at 70c. per lb . ...... . ..... 90 20
107
& " 10!lbs. powder, at 68c. p 'r lb . .. • • . • . .. • . • . .. . 6 97
97 17
"Agent will explain the necessity for the purchase of tobacco. It is uncle-.
stood by 2d Coruptrollcr that. the annuity tobacco was received by him a few
days previous to this transaction. He is also required to state who this Elias
Story was, and if he was not the trader at that agency. Agent will also furnish
this office with the date of anival of the ammunition at the agency."
Suspended by 2cl Com pt. Office (F. F. Treaty Crows, '75) . . .. . . • . .. • • • . .. . . •

65· 0()

150

0()

452 67
23! 00

22

554 72

3oo oo-

97 17

Third quarter, 1875.

Vou.

6

Vou.

18

Walter Cooper, ammunition . . ........................................... 2:17 !10
Item: 1 Sharp's Cl'eedrnoor rifle & fixtures, $161.00. & 200 cartridges fol' the
same, $14; atuotmting to ............. . ................................ $175 00
"Agent is r equired to furnish a st.n.tement from some officer of the Army at
Ft. Ellis. M. T., who bas seen this rifle, & will certif.v that the price paid was
reasonable and just, all(l that it was necessary for the protection of the employes at the new agency from the hostile Sioux, &c. The remainder of this
voucher, $62 !JO, will stancl suspended until agent furnish a statement in detail
of the disposition matle of 13,334 cartridges purchased of Elias Story May 13th,
only teu clays vrevious to this purchase."
Suspeniletl by 2<l Com pt. Office (F . .F. Tt·'ty Crows, '75) ............•........
White Calfie, hire of mule-team & wagon, &c., from July 6 to Aug. 18, being 1
mo. & 13 days, $25.00 pr. mo ........................................... 35 83
"Agent will inform this office who drove this team."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F F. Tr'ty Crows, '75) .•.•••.....•••••.....•

237 90

35

sa·

ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.
Account of Dexter E. Clapp- Continued.
Vou.

White Cal:fie, laborer, paid from .July 16 to Aug. 18, 1875, incl., at $50 pr.
mo ..................................................................... 71 66
REMARKS.-" It appears that this man was the owner of the team & wagon,
&c., called for in voucher 18. Agent is required to state if this man did not
drive and take care of his own team, and if so, why pay such exorbitant compensation."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ......... .· .......... .
L. M. Black, freighting, &c., paid for transporting 4,244 lbs. of freight from the
old to the new agency, at 1tc. pr. lb ..................................... 63 66
".Agent Clapp in his explanations to suspensions made to certain vouchers in
the 2d qr. '75, states that the agency teams were continually passing to & fro
from the old to tb ... new agency. Why didn't the agency teams perform this service, and why employ another party when there were so many teams employed
by the day and month, and at exorbitant rates?"
· Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..................... .
''Agent will also state how many buildings were completed when this transportation was done."
Rich & Wilson, supplies ................................................. 468 68

39

Vou.

40

71 66

63 66

Item of 12 padlocks, at 1.83~, pel .......................................... 22 50
Should have been paid only .............................................. 20 00
Overpaid & disallowed.............................................
Item: 93 & i yds. muslin, at 13c. pr. yd ............................. 11 61
Amount should be .................................................. 11 25

50
36

86
Suspended and disallowed b_vthe Indhtn Office (F. F. Tr'tyRiver Crows, '76).
.John Mills, laborer, paid from .July 1 to ::lept. 30, 1875, 3 months, at $50 per
n10nth ............... -····· ............................................ 150 00
"What particular labor did this man perform at the new agency buildings?
He appears in prior accounts of agent employ·ed as eook; an affidavit from agent
that this man was performing laborer's duty on the new buildings was required."
Snspended by the 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ...... ....•.......
A . .J. Hunter, :gh_ysician ...... _........................................... 95 14
"Was paid Sept. 6 to 30th, 1875, 25 days at 1,400 per annum. Agent paid Dr.
Grisdorf on von. 35 this qr. for the 6th & 7th days of Sept., or from .July 1st to
Sept. 7th, inel. Therefore the payment to Doct. Hunter for the 6 & 7 of Sept.,
two days, at 1,400 per annum, will be disallowed by 2d Compt. Office" (F. F.

68

81

Von.

Vou.

Vou.

~f.-\i.~r;a~;·, ~ r~n~p~;t~ti~~ ~ :::::·. ~--::: ~: ·.::::::: ·.::::: ~::: :: ~ ::::: ·_:::::. i5"28
7

82

'·Paid for hauling 1,528 pounds of supplies and materials from Bozeman to
the old agency, Sept. 4, 1875, at one cent per pound. Agent fails to specify in
detail what these goods were. He certifies that no other means of' transportation could be procured, ' and that the River Crows were at the old agenc_y waiting for their annuities,' intimating that these were the goods they were waiting for. Agent is required to furnish an it.emized bill or list of the articles
which make up the above No. of pounds freight (1,528). He is also required to
state why he dicl not have the agency teams, that were at Bozeman on the 3d,
4th. & 13th of Sept., 1875, do this hauling, or send some of the numerous teams
he had employed by the day to do this work."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .................... .
85 C. L. Clapp, miller . .................................................. 225 00
Paid .July 1 to Sept. 30, 1875, 3 mos., at $900 p'r annum. Remarks to vou. 7, 1st
qr. 1875, apply.
ADDITIONAL REMARKR.-" Agent is required to state when the mill at the new
location was completed, the date also of the removal of' the machinery from the
old to the new, and when the new mill eommenned operations."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..................... .
89 Thomas T. Jones, farmer . .... .. . .. .... .. ........ .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. 58 69
l'aid from Sept. 7 to 30, 24 days, at $900 per annum. Remarks to voucher 8, 1st
qr. 1875, apply.
Suspended by 2<1 Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..............•.......
95 M. Flaherty, 2d engineer . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . _ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ........ 300 00
Paid from .July 1st to Se}Jt. 30, 1875, incl., at $100 per month. Remarks to vou.
37, 2d qr. 1875, apply.
Suspended b.v 2tl Com pt. Office (1<'. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..................... .
97 Ed ward Everett, laborer _..... . . ..
.. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 116 66
Paid from .July 1st to Sept. 30, 1875, incl., 2 months & ten days, at $50 per
month.
REMARKs.-" As this man has been changecl around from ferr,yman to laborer
(lost time dednctecl), and finally in the last quart-er of .Agent Clapp's account he
appears as owner of' a ferry on the Yellowstone, claiming for crossin~ govt.
employes, &c., agent is required to furnish information by affidavit giYing a
complete statement of this man's service."
Suspenclecl by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'Ly Crows, '76) .................... .
22
106
wP~-dsfr~~'J~t~~e;~ t~ ·s~r't:
iti7.5, · b·e·i~~i -~~nth~;· ~t $.75. ·p,-r. ~~;.;t·h. ~~~
marks to vou. 70, 2d qr. 1875, apply.
Suspend.ed by 2ll Compt. Q.'lice (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .................... ..

3o,·
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150 00

7 61

15 28

225 00

58

6!)

300 00

116 66
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225 00
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Von.

You.

115 / D. F.McMillan,2cl blacksmith ........................................... 173 64
Paid from .July 1 to Sept. 11, 1875, incl., at $900 p 'r annum. Remarks to vou.
5, 4th qr. 1874, apply.
SuspPnded by 2<1 Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .....•.•...... _.... _..
11G D. F. McMillan, wheelwright .............................................. 51 62
Paid from Sept. 12 to 30th, incl., at $900 per annum.
ltEMARKS.-" It does not appear from Agent Clapp cash accounts that he had
sufficient government wagons, &c., on hand to have made it necessary and fort he
good of the service to employ a wheelwright specially for that service when he
had a regular carpenter authorized ancl allowed by the treaty. This man has
also been carril'cl on agent's roll of employl'ls as 2d blacksmith and paid as such
from 4th qr. 18i4. It therefore becomes necessary for agent to show by state1 lll(•nt under oath that this man was a skilled mechanic, both as a wheelwright
& blacksmitl1, & supportl'd by evirlence of some other parties who is or was acquainted with this man D. F. McMillan in corroboration thereto."
Suspenrl<>d by 2d Comp't Office (F. F. Tr·'ty Crows, '76) .................. ..
117
Geo. W. Wakefield, board of agent & employes at Bozeman on different dates
from .July 1 to ~ept. 30, inclusive, amounting to . . . _.... _... __ . . ... 151 50
REMARK!:!.-" Agent explains the suspension by Indian Office, that this exlH'nditm·e was nec('ssary for himself, emplo,.,-es, and guards visiting Bozeman
City on official business, &c. This is not satisfactory to the accounting officers.
Will agent explain to the aecounting- offic('rs why it was necessary for himself
or employes to be so often in Bozeman and why it was necessary for each em1 ploye that he should have one or two ~ruards to accompany them, being only 35
I miles from tlw agency, & bow clirl it "happen tlutt during this quarter it was
n• coR ary to sl'nd the following employes to Bozeman when they are reported
& paid as performing duty on the new agency building, 75 miles from the old
1
station & 101 miles from Bozeman, &c. The followino- arr the names of the employes r<'ferred to: Frank Murray, Haco A. Seal, A. P. Fox, Silas BakPr, Mitch
Boyer, and Alexander llu:tlclly. Agent will also furnish the names of the parti•·s that acornpani('d agent and employes to Bozeman as guards." A complete
statemrnt or explanation of this transaction, Rupport('rl by affidavit, is r<>quired.
ADmTJO~AL ltEMAHKS.-"ltem: c•xpenses, Frank Murray & 3 guards at Bozeman, Sept. 19 & 20, 1875. .Agent will <'Xplain how it happens that Murray incurr('d this expense at Bozeman 011 thesl' dates when Inspt'ctor Watkins reports
1 him as bl'ing np the Yellowstone at that time attl'nrling an investigation."
SuspPnd<'d b_v· 2rl Com pt. Offic~ (F. F. Tr't.y River Crows, '75) _....•.........
118 Gt·orge W. Wal;.efield, freighting one thousand pounds of supplies....... 15 00
ltE~IARKS.-" It aJJprars that agent, himself, with other em}Jloy es, were at
at this date. Why did he not have the agency team haul these
I Bozeman
goods?"
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ... _.........••. .. ....
!)!)
.Jolru Fraser, guard. ........ ................................... .......
150 00
100 Wm. Myres,
" ...................................................
150 00
101 E. McMillen,
...................................................
150 00
102 .JohnF.Yaney," ...................................................
150 00
103 E. A . .Jacobs, " ................................... ....... ........
150 00
105 \V . .J.Purllc'll, " ............................. ......................
125 00
113 \\Tarre11 Allen, " ........................... _____ .......... _. .... ..
150 00
*114 .J. A. Smith,
................................................ _..
125 00
............ _........... _.. _........ __ ...... _. _. . . .
150 00
129 Sees Ruis,
A. M. Qui ve:y, '' .... _. . .. _........ _... _... _.... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150 00

173 64

51 G2

l

-Vou.

132 1

15 00

1, 450 00
Three months each, at $50 p. mo.
TO TilE ABOVE VOUCIIEHS.-" Agent is required to furnish to the
acr·otmting officers a full and complete explanation of this transaction. giving
in tletail what duty the above-named emJJloyes actually perfornwd, & where they
were located, and his reaRons for not employing the frienrlly Indians to do this
I dut.y. He could haYe secured t]l('ir servicrs at a much less compensation.
Agent is also required to file a certificate from the commander of Fort Ellis that
lw appli('d for ~L guard of soldiers & that none could be spared for that purl pose, &c."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr't_v River Crows, '76) _... . ........ . 1, 450 00
A DJ>JTJONA L REMARKS.-" .J. A. Smith, in the list above-named guards, is I'<'·
ported on pay-roll of employes for thiR quarter as performing services as cook.
An explanation is required. Snsp"l'nded b.r 2d Compt. Office."
122 L. E. Pearson, laborer at new agency, from August 6 to Sept. 11, 1875, being 37
rlays, at $50 p'r month ..... _ . .. .. . .. ...... _... . ....... _.......... $60 18
".A gent fails to state what kind of labor this person performed at the new
I ap:ency. A ~tatement is required by affidavit, supported by the parties who
w1•re employed at the new agency, and saw this person perform labor. Is this
male or female?.,
I pc·rson
Suspended b.v 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) ....•......... 60 18
124 Silas Baker, farmer .... __ .. __ _ _ .................................. 166 30
Paid from .Tttly 1st to Sept. 6, 187G, incl., being 2 months & 6 days, at $900 p'r
annum. Remarks to vou. 8, 4 q'r, 1874, applies
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. :F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) _.... . ................ .
166 30
125 Silas Raker, laborer, new agency, from Sept. 7th to 30, inclusive, being 24 days,
at$75.00p'rmonth .................................................. 60 00
Remarks to You. 122 applies, and iu addition agl'nt must state why he should
pay this man $25 p'r· month increase ovp,r other laborers.
60 00
Suspended b.r 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty C.ows, '76) .........•............
]ll~~IAHKS

You.

151 50
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ACCOUNTS OF DEX.TER E. CLAPP.
Account of Dextel' E. Clapp-Continued.

You.

128

34

74

Vou.

77

120

Elias Story, for sewing-machine ..•..................................... 105 00
REMARKS BY 2D AUDITOit.-" This purchase appears to be without authority,
besides agent does not state kind, quality, or value, whether new or old, &c.
A full explanation is required."
Suspended by 2d Aml't. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..................... .
ADDITIONAL UEMAitKS BY 2D COliil'TlWLLEit.-" d. gent certifies that this purchase was made for the matron of the school. Inspector W lttkins informs this
oftice that there w.-re no school at this time, therefore no necessity could have
existed for the purchase for that purpose."•
Matthew Bird, teacher ..... __ .... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. ..
225 00>
"Agent will inform this office why be continued to pay this man when there
was no school and no children to teach after the Indians moved to the new lol·ation. He will also explain why he did not comply witlt the order of Inspector
Watkins, wlten he ordered this man to be discharged."
Suspended by the 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) _ . . . . . . . . -.....
Lewis W. Jackson, carpenter, from July 1 to Sept. 30, 1875, 3 mos., at $100 pr.
mo ____ ... ___ .. ____ .. _.. .. . .. __ .......... ___ ... . ..... _ . .. ____ ....
300 00
"As this man is reported and paid as engineer on the roll of the succeeding
quarter, it is necessar.v for agent to confirm this transaction by affidavit of some
outside parties that this man was a competent and skilled mechanic, both as a
carpenter and engineer, and that he was continually employed at both occupatious for the time he claimed compensation."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. ]'. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ............•........
Mrs. 0. S. Baker, matron. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150 00
Paid from ,July lst to Sept. 30, 1875, at 50.00 per month.
"Inspector Watkins informs this office tbat there was no school in existence,
nor was there any convenience for a school. This statement is corrobOiated by
Agent Clapp's successor, Mr. Carpenter."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .................... .
Elias Story, horses ____ .. .. _........ ___ . . . . ................ __ . . .. .. •
459 09
Item: 7 horses, at 64.87 each, ~hould be 45!.09, overpaitl & disallowed 5.00 by
the Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty, '76) ------ ............... ------- ........... --ADUITIONAL REMARKS BY 2D AUUT. OFFICE.-" It appears that this purchase
was not made in compliance with law. Tbe reason or exigency for this purchase in this way, as shown b.v agents' certificate, is not deemetl snfficient to

105 00

225 00

300 00

150 00
5 00

i~~~~Jfav~~~~~~~so~h~~~!ct~{:~'t-~\~:~vft~~~~~~..advertise in such
126

130

cases. B.tlSuspended b_y the 2f A udt. Office (F. F Tr'ty Crows, '76)' ..••.• _...•••.....•
Amelia Myers, washin~ ------- .......... ----·------ ...............
10 00
Paid for washing clothing for Indian children from July 1 to Sept. 30, 187fi.
"Agent cerLifies that this expense was necessary, owing to tht~ large amount
of work that. the matron hall to perform at the boarding-school. Inspector
Watkins states that there was no school at the time."
Suspended by 2d Cum pt. Office (!<'. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ...... . ............. .
Nelson Story, hire of teams __ ............ ___ ..... __________ .. _.. _..... 1, 953 00

454 09

10 00

Paid for 3 teams, from July 1st to 22d, 1875, inclusive, at $7.00 per day,
being 18 working days ............. - . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ..... _. . . __ ..
378 00
Al>'~o for 9 teams, from July 23d, 1875, to August 20, 1875, 25 days, at $7
p'rday ·--···-----·-----------·---------------------- -- ------------·· 1,575 00

131

133

134

135

1, 5!J3 00
"Agent will inform this office if the gov't subsisted these teams & provided
teamsters also."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) _.................... 1, 953 00
Nelson Gap:e, teaming. __ .. ___ . ______ . _. ____ . . . . . . . . . ................ _. . 102 00
"Agent fails sigu certificate of payment or exigency upon this voucher.''
Suspended by the Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ............... --..
102 0()
ADDITION A£, REMARKS BY 2D COliiPT.-" Agent is refurred to remarks to
voucher 130 above."
Walter Cooper, arms and ammunition._ ............................. __ .. 157 71
"There appears an unusually large number of iire-arms & ammunition purchased by A.gent Clapp. He should comply with the law in making his purchases, as instructed & directed to do by bon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs;
and as his agency was well provided with arms and ammunition purchased in
prior quarters of his administra ' ion this voucher will stand suspended until a
sufficient exigency is shown to bf~ve exist.ed."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows) _.. ___ ............
157 71
Frank M. Murray, train master, from July 1 to Sept. 11, 1875, 2 mos. 10
clays, at $75 p'r mo ...... ____ ------. __ .. __ ... -- ....... .. ... ------ ----- 175 00
"Agent will explain how it occurred that this mau iEl reported and paid as
train-master of agency teams plying between the old & new agency. He appears on voucher 117 as beinp: a mail-carriPr, or something of that sort., at Bozeman on July 16, Aug.16, 17, & u;, 1875. Whose teams wPre those that he superintended, and where were the guards '? This must be fully explainetl.''
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76). _... ...... ... .
175 0()
A. P. Fox, teaming . _.. __ ...... __ .. . ... ___ .. _____ .
_.. __ .. __ ....... 75 00
"Mr. Fox does not sign receipt for the money paid him upon this voucher."
Sul'lpenclcd by the Ind. Office (F. F. 'l'r'ty River Crows, '76) _______ . _. . _. ___ .
75 00
ADDITIONAL JU:::IIAUKS BY 2D COMPT. OFFICI~.- " This man was paid hire of
one-horse team for work on new agency building from Jnly 1 to Sept. 15, incl ..
two mont.bs & one half month, at $30 p'r mo. A new voucher is J·nquirecl. Whatparticular work did this team tlo at the new agency I"
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.

Account of Dexter E. CZapp-Continued.
Vou.

137

Vou.

138

139

94

Henry Keiser, laborer, from July 1 to Se11t. 30, 1875, 3 mos., $75 p'r mo ... 225 00
"Agent will explain why he pays this man an increase of p:ty of $25.00 p'r
month over other laborers. Agent will state what particular labor this man
performed that entitled him to such salary. Agent will also inform this office
w 'ether the agency employes (both regular and temporary) were subsisted by
the ~overnment."
:Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) ............... .
225 0()
Nelson Story, for hire of 5 ox teams. each team consisting of six yoke of
oxen and two wa~rons, from August 21 to Sept. 30, 1875, incl., being 36
working days at $7.00 p'r day ....................................... 1, 260 00
Remarks to voucher 130 apply.
Additional remarks by 2d Compt. as follows: ".Agent certifies that he received authority from the bon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs to hire teams,
&c., which is true, but was limited by the same authority to the sum of$3, 720,
to be expended for hire of extra teams, &c. This sum agent bas largely exceeded. This voucher will therefore stand suspended until he shows that he
was properly authorized to exceed t.he amount above named for that purpose."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..................... . 1, 260 0()
818 20

~~~-:GA.!~~~n~~:·r~~as}~~~i~~ · ~f" t.~~~~ ·fi:~~ ·.B;;~~;~ ·f~ ·oici ·c~~:;

441 8()
75 00

.Ag-ency........................... .. ...............................
25 00
"This charge is disallowed as not being a proper charge against the government."
Suspended by 2d AniJ.t.. Office (incidentals, '76) .......................... _... _
A. P. Fox,
laborer, $50.00 pr. mo.................................... 125 00
Mitch Boyer,
"
"
" " ................... _................ 125 00
H. A. Searls,
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
86 66
A. Htmdly
.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 150 00
486 66
"These four employes are reported as laborers on building at new agency,
101 miles from Bozeman & 75 miles from the old agency. On voucher 117 they
are represented as being at. Bozeman at various times between the dates they
are paid, as performing service on buildings at new agency. This must all be
explained: also the names of the guards who accompany them to Bozeman
must be given."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) . ...•.........•..••....

25 0()

486 6&

$25,443

3~

Fourth quarter, 1875.
Vou.

Vou.

2

4

6

H. J. Hoppy, teaming . ..... ... _................. __ .. _...... _.. _........
310 50
Item paid for 5 ox teams, wagons, &c., at $7.00 pr. day each, amounting to ............ _..... _........ _ ...... _. ... _ ......... _......... _.
210 00
".Agent's property return show at thi:3 date that there was 18 oxen & 7 horses
& 8 mules belonging to the agency. A~ent must. explain the necessity for engagin~t these teams. The number of aays they were employed must also be
given."
Su~pended by the Indian Office (F . .F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .................. _...
ADDI'l'IONAL REMARKS HY 2n COMP'l'.-".Agent was instructed by the hon.
Commissioner of Indian .Affairs in the 2d qr.1875, that the sum of $3,270.00 had
been placed to his credit to be used for the hire of extra teams. It appears,
however, that Agent Clapp has largely exceeded the sum thus authorized for
tJ:Iat purpose, thereby failing to r,omply with his instructions. .Agent will also
give the names of the pet·sons who drove these teams and by whom they were
subsisted. A full explanation of this transaction must be famished, agent's
explanation to this suspension not being satisfactory."
.Also, a furtht'r suspension by 2d Compt. of the item for getting out 161 thousand feet oflog timber, at $6.00 per thousand, $100.50.
~EMARKS.-'' "Who measured t.hese logs; and why was it necessary to employ
th1s man when agent reports so many employes on his temporar,y roll as being
engaged in this very duty during the 2d & 3d q'rs, 1875. An explanation is
necessar_y, besides an aftiuavit of the party who measured the logs."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76)......................
JohnNye, freighting. -- -- · -- ·- · ............. . .......................... 3416
For transporting 2,291 pounds of stores & supplieE, &c., from the old to th~
new agency, Oct.15, 1875, at l~c. pC'r lb., 75 miles.
".Agent certifies that the reason he was compelled to have this work done by
outside parties was that no means of transportation was available just at this
time. This explanation is not accepted. He had an ample supply of ageney
teams and teams that he had hired at exorbitant prices continually on the
road between the new and old agencies & Bozeman, that eonld have performed
this service without incurrin.,. this additional expt'nse."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. t'>ffice ( 1<'. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
George R. Davis, laborer ....... _. __ . .. .. . .
. .. __ .. __ .. _........ __ ........ 31 00
From Oct. l3tb to 31, 1875, incl., being 18 days, at$50 per month, should be. 30 00
Amt. overpaid_ .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. • .. .. . 1 00
Disallowed by Ind. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Cro" s, '76) . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . ..

210 0().

100 5()

34 16

1 00
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Vou.

20

21
30
33

34
I

Von.

35
I

38

40

41

Vou .

43

~~!!ho~~~1~~r t~ ·No~:

i~~i:,· ~~~t"h ·~~-a:

·a~.Y~; $75.~~ p~~
2

WrJci
"i5,· i875,"
i·
"i5
·at
mouth.
R emarks to voucher 70, 2d qr. 1875, apply.
Suspended by 2cl Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..........•••.....•..
D. F. McMillen, wheelwright .. ..... . ...... . ......... . ..... .. .. ..... ... 250 00
I>aicl from Oct. 1st to Dec'r 31, 1875, incl., at $1,000 per annum (3 mos.)
Remarks to vou. 5, 4th qr. 1874, apply.
"A.~ent is also required to furnish his reason or authority for the increase of
I this employes' salary from $900.00 to $1,000 per annum."
Suspended by 2cl Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ....... .. .. ......... .
5 00
I
"31,- i875,
"i
Remarks to vou. 7, 1st qr. 1875, apply.
Suspended by 2cl Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..................•..
1 0
225 00
I
·3i,- is75:
;;t
Remarks to voucher 8, 1st qr. 1875, apply.
by the 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ................ .
I Mrs.Suspended
0. S. Baker, matron . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .... __ .................•........ 150 00
R emarks to vou. 77, 3d qr. 1875, apply.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .. _...•...•..•••. __ ...

I

39

Rinh & Wilson, iron and oak timber. __ ........ . ........ ___ __ ........... 524 00
" .\.gent was positively instructed to purchase these materials in accordance
with )aw. He certifies that the reason he did not advertise for proposals for
furni~hing these articles was that they had to be ordered from the East. This
explanation is not satisfactor_y. It appears from the letter of instructions to
him from the hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, that he had ample time to
dil so."
Stlspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Crows, '76) ........................... •
Rich & Wilson, hardware & supplies ... ................................. 536 00
Remarks to preceding von. apply.
Suspended by 2cl Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) ..............•
Matthew Bird, teacher . . . . .. . ....................•.• . .......••..•..... 225 00
Remarks to von. 34, 3d qr. 1875, apply.
Suspended by 2cl Com pt. Office (1:<'. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ...... ...............•
Silas Baker, laborer . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ...... 150 00
Paid from Oct. 1st to Dec. 31, 1875, incl., being 3 mos., at $50 per month.
Remarks to von. 125, 3d qr. 1R75, apply.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ...••... .. .........••
Lewis W . .Jackson, engineer .. . . __ . . . . . . . . . .. .... .... ..... . ....... 112 50
l'aicl from :Nov.16 to Dec. 31, 1875, incl., at $900 per annum.
Remarks to vou. 74, 3d qr. 1875, apply.
.
Suspended by 2d Compt Office (F. F. Tr' ty Crows, '76) ........... .
Lf'wis W . .Jackson. carpenter ....... __ ......... .. _..................... 150 00
Paid from Oct. 1st to Nov. 15, 1875, incl., at $100 .00 pr. month.
Remarks to voucher 74, 3d qr. 1875, appl\'.
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ................... .

c.,~.i~~~~ o~i~er t~ ·-o~~~

T r :drr~;!()~~-\:t~';~JJ~~e~;~

i~dl:: b~i;;g ~~~: -~t $90·0~00 p~~-~~~u~.

i~~i.; ·a -~~-s: $9oo~oo -i>~~-~~;;~~-

1

56

Mi>~!a~~~~·Q';;'ls~rt~- n~~.-; 3i," ·i8·7·5·, -i~~i.; ·b~i-~g-3 ~~-o~tl~~.- ;;t-$75~oo P"·~ ~~~t~~

REMARKs.-" This employe appears upon agent's list of employes as a laborer,
engineer, and finally turns up as a sawyer. The la_tter occupation, it would
, Sf'<~m, there was no necessity for, as nothing appears to have b een done at the
mill; besides agent paid a miller for same. An explanation, by affidavit, of
this transaction, showing the particular work done by this man during this
quarter, is required."
Suspended by 2ll Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) . .................... .
67 Erl ward Quinn, supplies ( 1<'. F. Tr'ty Crows, '7fl) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
40 50
83 George W. Wakefield, supplies (Incidentals, '76) ....................... 151 75

$524 00
536 00
225 00

150 00

112 50

150 00

112 50

250 00

225 00

225 00
150 00

1

Von.

69

.78

:80

195 25
REMARKS.-" These supplies appear to have been for meals, lodgings, &c., as
expenses furnished agent & emplo,ves & guards, in going to & returning from
Bozeman during the 4th qr. 1875. Agent oertifies upon these vouchers that the
employes incurring this expense were visiting Bozeman on business connected
with the agency. This explanation is not accepted. During the months of Oct.
& Nov. & Dec'r, 1875, his miller is r eported as performing services as miller,
and paid him as such. He is represented (by this voucher) as being in Bozeman, 101 miles away from his work, as follows: 9 days in Oct. & 4 clays in Nov.
Agent must furnish names of driver & guards that accompauied him & agency
miller on their several trips to Bozeman in Oct. & Nov., 1875. "
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office . ......................................... .
E. A . .Jacobs, laborer ....... ----------------·· · ···--------······-·····-·
75 00
Paid from Oct. 1st to Nov. 15, 1875, incl., being 1 month & 15 days at $50 00
per month.
.
"Agent must furnish an affidavit of some disinterested party who saw this
man performing labor during the time paid for. "
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .........••.........
Nelson Stor_v, 1 spring wagon . __ ... . .. ____ ................. _... _...... 150 00
"The description of this wagon given in agent's certificate on this voucher
is too indefinite & vague. Agent will state whether it is a one or a two horse
wagon, old or new, & what was the exigency r equiring the immediate purchase
and deliver.v of such wagon. A. full explanation is required. "
Suspended l>y 2cl Auclt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) .. _..... ... ..•..
E. A . .Jacobs, mail-carrier ... __ . .... ...... __ ........................... . 168 75
Paid from Nov.16 to Dec. 31st, 1875, incl., being 1 month & 15 days, at112.50 per
month.

225 00

195 25

75 00

150 00

..
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Von.

81

Vou.

84

Vou.

82

".Agent does not state the amount of service pPrformed, how many trips per
week, or month. A full explanation is required."
Suspended by 2d .Audt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) ............... .
ADDITIONAL REMARK,; BY 20 COMP'l'. 0FFlCE.-".Agent certifies that this man
paid all his own expenses, but fails to furnish any sub-vouchers to corroborate
such statement. He is required to inform the accounting officers why it was
necessary for such service and at such an exorbitant compensation when von. 83
of this quarter shows that agent & his agency miller (C. L. Clapp), accompanied
with a driver & two guards were in Bozeman (the post-office where this mail-carrier had to receive his mail) on the 7, 8, 9, 23, 24, 25, & 26 of November, & 25, 26,
27, & 28 of Dec'r, 1875. Agent will state whether the horse & equipments used
by this man was gov"t property."
600 3

El±~!!t~H·s~~l~y;~e!t

$3o:oo -~~~h~ iti9o-.oo: · · · · · · · ·····• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

!

"The authority to make these purchases for presents to Indians must be
furnished. A satisfactory explanation required."
Suspended by Indian office (F. F. Tr'ty, River Crows, '76) ................. .
ADDITIONAL HEMARKS BY 2D AUDT. OFFICE.-" .Agent must furnish satisfactory evidence to the accounting officera as to the kind and value of these saddles
& that they were actually presented to the Indians as stated by agent, & the
dates or date they were so presented. This suspension will remain until a full
and satisfactory explanation is furnished to additional remarks-agent's explanation to former suspension not being satisfactory. "
J. A. Smith, laborer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 00
Paid from Oct. 1st to Dec'r 31, 1875, incl., at $50 per month.
Remarks to von. 117, 3d qr., 1875, apply.
Suspended by 2d Com pl. Office (incidentals, '76) ...............•............
Dexter E. Clapp, agAnt, travelling expenses trip to Washington........ 539 00
Item:

Stage fare &

ex,~ra

bag,?age (Sub. V. ~).................. . .......
(Sub.
<>)..........................

168 75

90 00

150 00

67 00
20 00

87 00
REMARKS.-" The above amounts must be charged separately, showing how
much was paid for stage fare & how much for bao-gage. A full explanation
concerning it must be furnished to enable this o'ilice to decide whether the
charges are proper ones against the government."
Also: item of fare from Ogden (Utah) to Omaha, Nebraska, over U. P.
R.R............................................ ...... ................
77 50
164 50
"Why was not this transportation obtained according to department order
of July 1, 1874, issued under section 5260 of the Revised Statutes, which directs
the Secretary to withhold all payments to subsidized railroads 'l .Agents should
furnish sub-vou0hers for the various charges at hotels, &, in all cases where
sub-vouchers are not obtainable, agent must certify that it was impracticable
to obtain them."
Suspended by the Indian Office (incidentals, '76) ....................•••.....
.ADDITIONAL REMARKS, & SUSPENSION BY 2D COMPT.-"Item-: R. R. fare
from New York City to Washington City, .$9.50 each way, will be disallowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 00
as agent went out of route, thereb_y incurring additional expense .
.Also item porterage and transfer of baggage at Metropolitan Hotel, New
York ; also street-car fare; altogether amounting to...................
2 10
Also item amount paid to waiters at Ogden, & porterage at same place.
50
Item: Fare from Ogden to Virginia City, Montana, amounting to......

164 50

21 60
56 00

77 60
".Ag_ent will have to separate this account, and show how much be paid to C.
P.R. K from Ogden to Corinne & bow much he paid for stage fare for himself
and how much for baggage. Disallowed."
Item: Amount paid W . .A . .Adams for use of team from Virginia City
to Bozeman, 75 miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 00
110 00
".As there was a rrgular line of stages running between Virginia City and
Bozeman, agent will explain why he incurred an additional expense of $21.00
by hiring a private conveyance."
The entire voucher disallowed & suspended by the 2d Compt. Office (incidental, '76) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ALSO ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY 2D CO~IPT. OFFICE.-" To item of fare from Virginia City to Ogden, 67.00, agent will furnish an itemized statement showing
how much he paid for fare from Virginia City to Corrinne for himself and how
much for his baggage & the number of pounus of baggage charged for. .Also
the am't paid C. .P.R. R. to Ogden.
".Also item paid for baggage from Franklin, Utah, to Virginia City, Montana, ~20: .Agent must give the number of pounds of baggage & why it was not
carrieu along with him on the stage. The remainder of voucher will stand suspended until agent ltas, in accordance with his request to Commissioner of
Indian .Affail's-tlmt he had very important official business to communicate in
reference to the administration of the Crow .Agency, and requesting that he be
ordered to Washington. .Agent should furnish an explanation of the official
busiuess transacted, which should be filed with this expense bill."
Suspeuded by 2d Com pt. Office (incidentals, '76).............................

110 60

264 80
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Vou.

2

3d

4

Vou.

9

Vou.

11

22

29

31

Oct. 11, '75
nee.
Jan'y, 1876

1st quarter, 1876.
C. B. Lebeher, physician ................................................ 350 00
Paid from January 1st to March 31, 1876, incl., being 3 months, at $1,400 per
annum.
".Agent is required to furnish the accounting officers of the Tremmr.v an abstract report of the emplo.yes to whom rations were delivered, showing the
dates, the articles, number of pounds, and the prices charged for the same. It
appears that agent pays this man by check on 1st Nat'l Bank, Bozeman, il39.14,
and one ration 10.86. .Agent will state when he first began to isSLle rations to
employes & his authority therefor."
Suspended by 00 Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .................... .
E . .A. Bridger, teacher . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. ........ . ....................... 225 00
Paid from Jan'y 1st to March 31, 1876, incl., being 3 months, at $900.00 per annum.
REMARKS.-"This office is informed that there was no school caniecl on at this
agency during this quarter on account of having no accommodation or building
for that purpose."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .................... ..
Wm. Myers, laborer, from Jan'y 1st .Feb'y 2d, 1877-1 mo. am12 day.... 57 25
Should be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 53 33
Disallowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 92

.Amount disallowed & suspended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 92

53 33
By Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
REMARKt:; .llY 2u COMl'T.-"The bahmce of this voucher, $53.33, will remain
suspended. until information is furnished, as r equired by remarks to voucher 2
in this quarter."
Suspended by 2cl Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'y River Crows, '76) ......... . ......
Frank .M:. Murray, detecth'e . .. .. .............. . ..................... 252 00
From Sept. 12th to Oet. lOth, 1875, 29 days, & from Oct. 20 to Dec. 31st, 1875total, 3 mos. & 11 clays-at $75 per mo.
".A~ent must inform tile accountino- officers what tho necessity or exigency
was ior such service, and esneciall.Y the necessity for such service continually
:employed. .A. :;tatf'mont under oath is r equired as to the serv-ices rendered. by
this man & what were the results of his labors; also as to whether he was continuall.v employed, and, if not, how many times a month was it necessary for him
to be away from tile agency. Did he ride a gov't animal in the execution of said
duty?"
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rich & Wilson, transportation........ .. . . ....... . ........... . ....... $368 58
''This voucl~er is for transporting supplies & stores from Bozeman and the old
a_gency to the new agenc.v. .Agent is required to explain why he did not employ
1 he teams he already had in charge to do this hauling. It appears that he had
plenty of agency teams & a laro-e number hired b,y the clay at this time."
SuspPncled by 2d Comp. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
T. T. Jones, farmer .............................. ....... ... .... ....... 225 lJO
Paiu fwm Jan'y 1st to Mar. 31, 1876, being 3 mouths, at $900.00 per annum.
".Agent Clapp wili inform this office, by affidavit, the pt'ecise labor and services rendered by this person during the time paid for, & if he was contintl·
all.Y at the agency."
Suspended b.Y 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
.AnmTIONAL RE:\IARKS.-".Agent is also required to furnish information asked
for by remarks to voucher 2 of this quarter, as to rations."
Michael Flahert,y, sawyer . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................... $210 00
For new agency buildings from Jan'y 1st to Mar. 31st, 1876, incl., 3 mos., at
$75.00 p'r month, less 6 tlays lost time, p'd b_y c'k $199.14, & one ration $10.86.
".Agent is required to state under oath that this man was continuously emnloyed as sawyer at the mill during the times specified. .Agent will also inform
the accounting officers when the saw-mill commenced running at the new agency
& what duty the miller performed during this time. .Agent. will also furnish
information as required by remarks to vou. 2 this quarter as to rations."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
C. L. Clapp, miller . .. ..
.. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 225 00
Paid from Jan'y1st to M'ch 31, 1876, incl., being 3 months, at$900.00 p'r annum.
P'd by c'k ................ ...................... ........................ 214 14
One ration .............................................................. 10 86
225 00
Remark to voucher 22 will apply. ".A.lso, .Agent Clapp will state the kmcl of
labor that was performed by the temvomry emplo.vcs durin.!! th e f;tll & winter
months, and his reason for keeping such a large force under pa,v if weather
prevented work from being performed."
Suspended by 2cl Com pt. Office (F. F. Crows, '76) ........................ ..
Rich & Wilson, supplies ............................................... 465 69
Item of two coal stoves, $25.00 ea....................................... 50 00
" " 1 heating stove ....................................... _......... 32 50
" 4 coal stoves, 32.50 ea .......................................... 130 00
212 50

350 00

225 00

3 92

53 33

252 00

368 58

225 00

210 00

225 00
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.Account of Dexter E. Clapp-Continued.
"Agent will explain the neceRsit.y for the purchase of these articles, as it is
shown by the cash accounts of agent & his predecessor that quite a large numbt-~r of stoves had been purchased during 1873 & 1874. Agent must give the
st~·le of stoves & pattern of the beating & coal stoves-$32.50 appears to be an
exorbitant price-state also what disposition was made of them."
Vou.

32

35

w. ~~s~~~~~~'t~~r~~ c-~~-~~-- ~~-~~ .-.---.-.·_·_-_-_-_-_·_ ~ ~~~ -. ~ -.~ ~ ~ ~~ -_·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~~~:~-$i5o 'oo.

]>aid from Jan'y 1st to Ma'ch 31. 1876, incl., 3 mos., at $50.00 p'r month, p'd
by c'k, 149 14, & one ration, $10.86.
·"Remarks to vou. 70, 2d qr., 11<75, appl_v. Agent will also furnish information
as required by remarks to voucher 2. this quartt>r."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty, River Crows, '76) ............. .
SamuelLanghorn, medicines .................... .....•..•••............ 44 50

212 50

150 00

Items: 1 gal. spirits furmento, 6, & 1 doz. fancy soap, 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 00
& 2 glyce'ne soap, 75c.=l.50........... ..•............... ..............
1 50

37

45

Vou.

46

48

51

52

You.

,
5v
56

54

12 50
"Agent is. required to furnish the certificate of agency physician that the
spirits furmento was used in medical treatment of 1ndians, & the item of soap,
$ti.50, as charged, are disallowed as an impro_J?.er purchase for the Indian service."
SuRpended b.v 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. ·rr ty Urows, '76).... .. ... ....... . ....
A.M.Quivey,htborer
............................................... 225 00
Paifl fi:·om Januar.v 1st to M'ch 31, 1876, inc., being 3 months, at $75.00 per
month, at the new agency; p'd by c'k, $214 14 & 1ration, 10.86.
".Agent is required to state what different services did this man perform than
tl1'tt which he bad been paid for during the several quarters of 1875, and why
he is entitled to increase of salary of $25.00 p'r month."
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows. '76) .............. .
ADDITIONAL mntARKs.-Agent will also furnish inf0rmation required by remarks to von. 2, this quarter.
D. F. McMillen, wheelwright ............................................ 25 00
Paid from Jan'y 1st to M 'cb 31, 1876, incl., 3 months, at $1,000 per annum; p'd
c'k, 239.14 & 1 ration, $10.86.
".Agent is required to state, for the information of the accounting officers, how
many wagons were built by this man and the agency carpenter during the 9
months h<> has been regularly paid as wheelwright. Remarks to vou. 5, 4th q'r,
1874, also apply."
Su!!pended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ..................... .
..A.DDl'l'IONAL REMAHKS.-"..A.gent. will also furnish information required by remarks to vou. No. 2 of this q'r."
Lewis \V. Jackson, engineer . ............................................ 225 00
Paid from Jan'y 1st to M'ch 31, 1876, incl., being 3 months, at $900.00 per annum; p'd by c'k, 214.14, & 1 ration, 10.86.
Remarks to vou. 74, 3d q'r, 1875, apply.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ...........•.••....•.•
:Mrs. 0. S. Baker, matron . ............................................... 150 00
Paid for 1st q'r Hl76, 3 mos., at $50 p'r mo.
Remarks to vou. 3. this quarter, apply.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ...• ••....•••...•.....
Mrs. J. S. Philo, seamstress . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. 9 00
Was paid for making articles of bedding & clothing for the children of Indian
boarding school at the agenc_y.
Remarks to voucher 3, this quarter.
Suspended b.v 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) . .................... .

E~.~:e~[~h~~YI~.~:ni~i; a;;th~r:ity f~~-m:~ki~g- th~~~- i;~~~h~~~~- f~~- p~~~e!~~ ~~

Indians. Item of 23 fancy blankets. at $7.00 ea.; price deemed excessive.
Agent's explanation to the above suspension not being satisfactory, the suspension remains, with additional exceptions or remarks by 2d Auditor, as follows:
Agent will explain as to the method of distributing these presents to the In·
dians. He must furnish some satisfactory evidence that the Indians received
the gresents."
uspended by Indian Office (F. :H'. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ........................ .
E . .A.Jaco!Js,mail-canier ............. . ................ .... .............. 337 50
Remarks to vou. No. 80, 4th qr., apply.
Susp!3nded by 2d Auditor (incidentals, '76) ................................ ..
John Mtlls, laborer .............................. ......................... 3L 66
Paid from Feb'y 23d to March 12th, 1876, incl., at. $50.00 per month (19 days),
p'd by c'k 28.04 & one ration $3.62.
Remarks to 54 voucher apply.
Same information as required by remarkR to von. 2, this qr., must be furnished.
Suspe~1derl by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. River Crows, '76) ....•.•..............
J . .A.. Sm1th, laborer ..................... ................................ 150 00
Paid from Jan'y 1st to March 31, 1876, incl., being 3 monthR. at $50.00 per
month, working on the new agency, p'd by c'k 139.14 one ration $10.86.
Remarks to voucher 117, 3d qr., 1875, apply.
".Also, agent is required to state the kind of labor on the building that this
man l)erformed; was he continuously employed, and did he render service during the three months as stated & paid on voucher."
Agent will also furnish information as required by remarks to vou. 2 this
quarter.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) .............. .

12 50

22.) 00

2.30 00

225 00

150 00

9 00

439 !)6
337 50

31 66

1.)0 00
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..lccownt of Dexter E. ClCLpp-Continned.

Vou.

59

Von.

5

10

Vou,

12

Elias Story, wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450 00
Paid for 75 cords of wood. at $6 per cord.
"It is the impression amongst the accounting; officerlil of the gov't that
very little labor, if any, can be performed out of doors in the way of putting 11p
new buildings at this time of the year (January) in Montana T 1y. .Agent will
explain tbt> kind of work that was done by the employes that prevente<l th<·m
from cutting woo<l for the agency . .Agent will also explain what b•JCame of the
wood that was cut during 1875 that was not usetl for building purposes. .Abo
state if this wood was cut on the Crow reservation; and if so, by whom. These
explanations must be made under oath.''
Suspended by 2d 0ompt.. Office (F. F. Tr'ty, Crows, '76\ .......... _..........
450
Amelia Myers, launtlress .. ........... __ .... ...... . .. ............. __ ... . _.. 5 00
Paid from January Jst to 31,1876 (1 month.)
''.Agt>nt certifies that be Pmployed this person to wash the clothes of the
children of the Indian boarding school, for the reason that the matron could not
perform all of the labor of washing, cooking, and sewing for the children attending the school."
Rt>marks to von. 3 this quarter appl.v.
Suspended by 2d Aud't Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76). .... ........... .......
5
Nelson Story, hire of ox t eams .. _.. ................... . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 289 00
Item of (6) six ox teams & wagons from Nov. 2d to Nov. 26, 1875, incl. , being
22 working days, at $7.00 per day for each team, $924.00. .Also, item of (3) three
ox teams & two wagons from Oct. 1st to Dec'r 15, 1875, incl. , being (65) sixty-five
working days, at $7 per day each team, 1,365.00.
REMAHKS.-"Agt>nt will inform this office why he did not advertise for bids
to move this agency, and why he exceeded the amount authorized by the hon.
Commissioner of Indian .Affairs. He is also required to state if these t eams or
any one of the teams which he had hired from Nelson Story b.v the day performed any of the hauling of the freight from the old agency to the new one, as
represented in the certified vouchers given to Nelson Story for 1,127.51, 1, 705.95,
Nov. 1 & Dec. 30, 1875. .If not, agent will state why he did not perform tho
hauling with the numerous teams ne had al~ead.v. employed b?" the day."
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Trty R1vo:.:: Crows, 76) ...... .... ..... 2, 289
Frank M. Murray, detective ....... · -·--· ..... .. .. .. . _......... . ... ..... 217 50
Paid from January 1st to March 27, 1867, inclusive, being 2 months and 27 days,
at $75 per mo.
".Agent must furni1:1h his authority for employing a detective, and state what
the exigency was that required one."
Suspended by 2d Aud't. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) ...... ----- ---217
The following vouchers are he-reby suspended until information is furnish ed
this office, as required by remarks to von. 2 of this quarter:
Vou. 6..........
50 59 Vou.21........ 150 00 Vou.39 ........ 135 00
" 13 .. ---.. .. . 150 00
" 23 .. - .. --.
150 00
" 40 .. ... -..
150 00
•• 14... . ...... 150 00
" 24........ 146 00
" 41. .... ... 150 00
" 15...... .... 150 00
,, 25 ........ 138 33
" 42 ........ 150 00
" 16 .. "" .. .. ..
150 00
" 26 . .. . . . ..
] 50 00
" 43 . . . . . .. .
9 23
" 17...... . . . . 150 00
" 27 .. .. . .. .
61 57
" 44 .. .. . . . . 150 00
" 18.......... 150 00
" 28 ........
225 00
" 47 .... .. .. 225 00
" 19.......... 150 00
" 33 . .. . . . .. 150 00
" 50 .. . .. . ..
37 49
150 00
" 38 ........ 146 67
" 53........ 150 00
,, 20..........
1, 250 59
1, 317 57
3, 274 88 F. F. Tr'ty Ri>er Crows, '76.
450 00
"
" Crows, '7o.

1

00

00

50

1, 156 72

3, 724 88
Suspended by 2<1 Com pt. Office .... - .. ----. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Vou.

0()

Second quarter 1876.
J. S. Philo, carpenter ........ _. ................... _............. __ . 40 00
Paid from .Apr. 1st. to 16th, 1867, incl., at $900 per annum:
Less one ration ...... ......... _.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . 1 31

3, 724 88
40, 835 2S.

38 69 38 69
Should be .......................... ...... ......................... 39 56
Less one ration .............................. ...... ................ 1 31
38 25 38 25

2

44
Over paid, and disallowed by the Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .... . .
Elias Story, wood ....................... .. .. _.................... .... .... 884 00
''.Ap:ent fails to certify that this wood was purchased on contract. H e tloes
not state what the necessity or particular exigency was for so large a quantity
of wood at that time."
Suspended by Second .Auditor's Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .. _.. _....... .
.ADDITIONAL REMAHK BY 2D COMPT. OFFICE.- " This man was r>aid for 136
cords of wood deli,rered at Crow Agency in Nov. & D ec. 1875, at $6.50 per cord.
Remarks to Von. 59, 1st q'r 1876, apply. Also, it is umlorstoo<l by this office
that this man, Elias Story, is the post trader for tho Crows. .Agent is requil'ed
to state untler oath when this woo<l was cut, and by whom cut, gidng the namrs
of the parties whom Mr. Stor.v employed and paid to tlo this service, and the
rate of pay per cord or day, as the case may be, &c."

44

884 00
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.1ccount of Dexfel' E. Clapp-ContinueJ.
Vou.

Nelson Story, supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
968 80
Paid for 15, 700pounds of potatoes at 3.75 per one hundred pounds. 588 75
2,575 pounds of hominy, at 12c. J?.'r lb .......•................... 309 00
& 490 pounds of soap, at 14}c. p r lb............................. 71 05

Vou.

4

Vou.

5

Von.

6

7

"

"

"

968 80
"·It appears that these supplies wer(l purchased and delivered .-\ uguRt, 1873.'
Why was paym ent of same delayed until April, 1876, 'when agent's acconnt current for 3d q'r 1875 shows that he had ample funds on hand to pay
with~'
Agent must also state what the exigenc_y was that required the immediate purchase and delivery of these supplies. .A full explanation is required."
Suspended b,y the Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) . ..... ' .. ........... .
968 80
ADDITIONAL REMARK BY 2D COMPTROLLER'S 0FFICE-"Agent's explanations
to above suspension not satisfaetory to the accounting officer. Agent is required to state under oath what disposition was made of these goods."
Nelson Story, shorts ... . . ....... .....
. .. ...................... .... 848 96
Paid for 21,224 pounds of shorts at 4 cts. per pound.
".A gent must explain why such large purchase of shorts were not made upon
eontract, as agent might have foreseen that the oxen would need provender, and
should hllve been provided in t,irue and upon contract. He will also explain why
so large a quantit.y was required: besides, the price, 4 cents per pound, appears
excessive. A full explanation is required."
Suspendt>d b .v Indian Offictl (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .
848 .96
Addit-ional remarks by 2d Corupt.. Office as follows: "Agent's explanation to
remark above made are not satisfactory, and to which (remarks) the following
are added; Agent certifies that these shorts were used for oxen working on the
agency buildings during the months of January & .l!'ebruary, 1876." Will agent
inform this office what work could oxen render on buildings during the severe
winter weather of the climate of Montana T'y 1 Also, whose oxen were these
that were fed during this time~
Frank M. Murray, detective .... ...................................... 225 00
"Agent is required to furnish authority for employing a detective and show
or explain the necessity or exigency requiring one. 'A full explanation is required.'' '
Suspended by the In1lian Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) . ..... ' . ... ....... .
225 09
ADDITICJNAL REMARKS. &c., BY 2D COMPTROJ,LF.R.-"Agent's explanation to
above remarks are not satisfactor.v to t-he accounting; officers, and agent is referred to remarks vou. 8, 18t qu., l!l76, wbioh will apply."
•
Henry Keiser, sldlled laborer . . . . . . .. . . . . . .............................. 450 00
Paid from Oct. 1st, 1875, to March 31st, 1876, incl., being 6 months, at $75.00 per
month.
"Agent is required to explain what be means by 'skilled laborer.' He will
state under oath that this man rendered Rervice continuously during this quarter, statiilg the 1dncl of bbor pt>l'formed.''
SuAprmcled hy 2d Com pt. Office .............. .'.. ....... . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .
450 00
2
ft~~~o~~~!~f~!J~~~~: ·r;;~e·r::: ~ ~ ~ ~:::.: ~ ~::
~:::: ~:: ~:: ' ~~~ g~
From A pril1st to June 30, 1876, $900 per annum. Paid by check, $214.44, & one
ration (value), $10.86.
Remarks to vou. 11, 1st qr., 1876, apply.
Item: D. F . McMillen, wheel wright . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .... , ..... 225 00
From .April 1st to June 30th, 1876, incl., $900 per annum. Paid by check, $214.44,
& one ration (value), $10.86.
·
Remarks to vou. 5, 4th qr., 1874, apply.
Item: Lewis W. Jackson, engineer
. .................................. 225 00
Paid from April 1st to June 30th, 1876, incl., $900 per annum. Paid by check;
$214.44, & oue ration (value), $10.86.
Remarks to vou ..74, 3d qr., 1875, apply.
Item : W. Y. Smith, miller
.. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .
. .. . .. . .. .. 225 00
From April 1st to June 30, 1876, incl., at $900 per annum. P'd bv check, $214.44,
& one ration (value), $10.86.
"
REMARKS TO LAST ITEM.-".Agent is required to furnish information by affi.
davit of disinterested parties that this man is a miller by trade, and he is also
required to state what amount of work was done at the mill during this quarter."
Item: Dexter E. Clapp, salary, 375.00 .... ............................... 900 00
For 2d quarter, 1876.
REMAI{KS TO THIS ITEM.-".As Agent Clapp absented himself from his agency
from May 3d to June 30th, or tberl'abouts, 1876, without authority or getting
leave from the Secretary of the Interior to do so, as required by law (section
2074, Revised Statutes), which says, 'No person shall bold more than one office
at the same time under this title; nor shall any agent, subagent, interpreter, or
p ersons employed under this title receive his salary while absent from his agency
or employment without lea\·e of the superintendent, or Secretary of the Interio-r.'
* * * · .Agent Clapp left his agenc,y without leave, and on the 9th of May, 1876,
he informed the Indian Office that be had left his agency and was on his way to
New York; therefore the pay of agent, from May 3d to June 30, 1876, being 1
mo. & 28 days, at $1,500 per annum, wiU be suspended until he informs this office
the exact date be left the agm;wy and his return thereto."
Amount suspended on this Item . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . • • ..
238 98
Total suspended.. ..... ... ................ . . . . . . .. .. .. . . ...•........ 1, ).38 98
F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76... 900 00
Silp't & agent, ' 76. •••••• 238 98
---1,138 98
By the 2d Compt. Office . ......••...•.......•••••••.••.••••••.•••••.......•.• 1, 138 98
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.
Account of Dexter E. CZapp-Continued.

Von.

9

Von.

10

11

12

Rich & Willson, snpplies . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193 90
"This >nucher is suspendPd for the information or report r,f such facts as will
make it perfectly clear to this office that an exigency did actually exist at the
time the pnrPhasP was mad>~."
SuspPutlerl by Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76)............ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rich & Willson, transportation
.. ...... .... .......
. ...
....
22 44
"Agent fails to state the distance these goods were transported."
SuspPnrled by the Indian Office (.I!'. F. Tr'ty Crows. '76) . . .
.. . . . . . . . .
ADDITIONAL HI~MAitKI:i llY THE 2D COMPT. 0FFICE.-ltem: 1 box medicine, 1 box
rifles, & 2 packages cartridges, total weight 113 pounds, at. 3c. per pound, from
Bozeman to Crow Agency ........ , ........ ........... .. ..... .
3 39
"When• was this hox of rifles pnrchaAed 1"
Item: 5 kegs nails & 4 ~ white lead, 635 pounds (total weight), at 3c.
per l b . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 05
.
22 44
"As the agency 1.Pams were in Boz..-man once or twice every wPek, Agent Clapp
will explain why be did not have them do this hauling, and thereby save this
additional expense to the government.
''AR to the formtJr suspension by Indian Office for the distance b etween the
terminal pointf! of tmnsportation, ::tgent explai11s or st::ttes the distan<'e to b e 73
miles, whiCh is prob::tbl.v correct; but the suspension will remain until theremarks b:v 2d Com pt. Office (above made) are satisfactorily explained."
Walter Cooper, 1 Josl.vn rifle...... . .. . . . .
. .. . . . . . .. . . .
.. .
$25 00
"Agent will explain why be did not pay for this rifle on the 30th Sept., 1875,
when he paid Mr. Cooper for three other rifles purchased from him the same
date, viz, Aug. ;i, '75."
Su~pended by the 2d Com pt. Office, (incidental, '76) . ....................... .
WalterCooper, saddle& bridle.................... ... . ...... .. .......
27 00
& 300 tele:;cope & 200 needle cartridges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 50

193 90
22 44

25 00

60 50
"Agent will exphin the necessity for the purchase of this saddle and bridle,
& as he bad a number on hand at this time. Agent will also state in what manner

13

15

17

19
20
21
22

the former large purchase of ammunition was exhausted, including t.he 3,000
rounds received from Fort Ellis. Averaging about 25,000 rounds of cartridges
since May, 1875.
Snspenrled by 2d Comp' t. Office (F. F. Crows, '76) . ......... ...... .......... .
A.M. Quivey, laborer . . . .
50 00
From April 1st t.o 30th, 1876, incl., paid by check $46.38, and one ration (value)
$3.62.
Remarks to voucher 37, 1st gr., 1876, apP.ly.
Suspended by 2d Comp 't. Office (F. F. £r'ty River Crows, '76) ............. .
Henry K eiser, skillerl laborer
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... 75 00
Paid Aprillst to 30th, incl, 1 month, at $75 per mo.
Remarks to voucher 6 of thiR qr. apply.
Suspended by 2d Compt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty, River Crows, '76) ............. .
Lewis Kreiger, expense of employes at Bozeman during the quarter ending .June
30th, 1876, amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 00
Item: Expense of Henry Keiser and guard ................... ... ...•... $3 50
"Names of the guards accompanying this man must be given."
Item: Thomas Shane (mail. carrier), detained by storm & high water on trip to
Bozeman,lrom May 28th to June 9th, 1876 . ... . . ... ... .. _. ...... . . $20. 50
REMARKS.-" .Although this voucher does not show that any other person but
the mail-carrier incurred this expense, nevertheless voucher 25 shows there
were four government horses at Bozeman at this time, and it is inferred that
there were two guards along. Their names must be given; also an affidavit of
Lewis Kreiger that the mail-carrier could not cross the stream because of its
being too high (giving the name of the stream), must be :filed. The entire voucher will be suspended until explanations are received in answer to the above
object-i on."
Suspended bythe2dCompt.Office (incidental ex., '76) .......... . --·-----Frank Murray, detective ...... ...... ..................................... 73 00
"
"
"
----------------·---·--- - ---·------------·-···- .. 75 50
------ . --. -- ---------.--------.----------. _._.. -- .184 00
- - •.. - - - - ..•. - -- .. - - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - . -- - - - - . - - - - .136 00
468 50
REMARKS BY INDIAN OFFICE.-"Tbe above charges being for traveling expenses, &c."
It~~ ~t c~~h p;~ ~~r prov,i,sions, &c .. ~~lE ~:; ~; ;~~ ~;~~: ~~~::::::: : :: i~ ~~
" Feb'y21, '76 ( " 21) . .••...... 10 00
" Mar. 11, '76 ( •· ") .......... 10 00
" Nov. 21, '75 ( " 22) ... . ..... 10 00
'' Dec'r 18, '75 ( " ") ........... 10 00
"An itemized bill receipted must be furnished in support of the ::tbove items,
and original receipts for the remainin~ items should accompany this acco1mt.
Department regulations require affidavits of personB not officers of the government to all vouchers of this nature. Until such are furnished the entire amount
of these vouchers will stand."
Suspended by the Indian Office (incidental, '76) .............••••............
ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY 2D COMP'f . 0FFICE.- " As to voucher •19, Agent Clapp

60 50

50 00

75 00

35 00

·

468 50
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Account of Dexter E. Clapp-Continued.

Von.

"

Von.

23
24

25

26

is required to explain, by affidavit, what service this man performed for the
government, at his agency, between March 15th and May 6, 1876.
"As to voucher 20, agent will be required to furnish explanation, under oath,
that the horses or horses used by Murray was his own and not the government's, and, if his own, where did he keep them during the time fl'otn the comIl?encement of his employment at the agency until he was appointed a detective.
VOUCHER 20. ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY 2D COMPT. OFFICE.-" Frank M.
Murray, detective. Expenses of trip with Inspector Watkins up the Yellowstone River in Sept., 1875. As Inspector Watkins furnished transporta.tion for
the escort, and hired three spring-wagons for the purpose of the expedition, the
item of expense claimed by Detective Murray, for hire of horse for same purpose from Sept.ll, 1875, to 18th,1875, incl., 8 days, at $2.50 per day, $20.00, will be
disallowed when the suspension of entire voucher for other causes is removed.
Agent will inform the accounting officers how many of the agency employes
and teams accompani~>d Inspector Watkins in this expedition up the Yellowstone River. Also, Detective Murray overcharges one day for self and his
horse, he having been paid on vou. 134, 3d qr. '75, for Sept. 11, 1875, which is included in this charge.
"As to voucher 21, agent is required to furnish affidavit or certificate from the
judicial officer at Bozeman, before whom the inv estigation of the stolen agency
cattle was brought, showing that Mr. Murray performed the service he
claims, &c.
·
"As to voucher 22, remarks to above & voucher No. 8, 1st qr., 1876, apply.
Also, remarks to voucher 8, lst qr., 1876. will apply to all the above 4 vouchers.
Agent.'s explanations to suspension by Indian Office, are not accepted by the accounting officers as not being sufficiently explicit, aml therefore will remain
suspended until more satisfactory answers are received to them, as well as satisfactory explanations to the additional remarks above made l>y 2d Compt.
Office."
.A.. P. Fox, hire of horse ............................•. •... .... ............. 26 00
Milo Secketer, laborer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 00
86 00
REMARKS.-'' The two last vouchers were for services in collecting cattle that
had strayed from the agency herd. Agent certifies that 120 head of cattle were
collected and returned to the agency. Agent is required to show by satisfactory evidence that these 120 head of cattle did not stray from the beard
through the negligence of himself or employes, and to show clearly how, with a
herder and others employed to take care of the agency cattle, any could have
strayed and thereby rendering s1teh an expenditure necessary."
Suspended by Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '7ti) ... . ...•..........
ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY 2D COMPT. OFFICE AS TO VOU. 23.-" Paid for use of
horse from May 8 to Jnne 3d, 1876, incl., 26 days, at ($1) one dollar per day, $26.00.
Mr. Fox being an employe at the Crow agency from the early part of 1875 ;
where did he keep this horse and who subsisted and took care of it all this time 1
Did he have it when he first came on to the reservation 1 &c. .A.s to voucher 24,
service of himself and horse in recovering cattle, from June 1st to ~Oth, incl. ,
1876, at $60 per mo., $60. Where does this man live 1 If horses can be procured at these figures, wh_v· pay Frank M. Murray $5 per day besides subsistence 1
Agent's exJ.Ilanation to suspension by Indian Office not satisfactory to the accounting officers.
George W. Wakefield, supplies furnished employes at Bozeman, &c ...... 51 50
"Agent is r equired to explain the necessity of having his employes continually on tLe road between his agency and Bozeman or at Bozeman, and then
certify vouchers and pay those parties as skilled laborers, millers, blacksmiths,
&c., &c., as having been performing such service when in fact they are not, part
of the time at least. The names of the parties who accompanied and acted as
guardsTo Warren Allen, April7 & 8,1876.
" E. A. Jacobs
"
18 "
" John Frazer
"
7 "
" W. J. Purnell
25 "
26 "
" J . B. Finch
" D. E. Clapp, May 3, 4 & 5 "
" W. T. Smith " 11 & 12 "
" Henr.Y' Keiser " 15 & 16 "
" Thomas Shane, June 5 & 6 "
must be furnished. Agent Clapp is also required to state wheth~>r the animals
that were rode by these guards [were] the property of the United States or their
own private property.
Suspended by 2d Comp't,. Office (F. F. Tr'ty River Crows, '76) ...............•
Elias ~tor.v; sundries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 357 82
This voucher correctly added would be .. ....................•.......... . 356 82

SIJ 00

51 50

Amount overadded anrl disallowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 00
Item of 15 faucy blankets, at $7.00 each .......................... . ....... 105 00
106 00
"Price of blankets excessive, also authority for purchases for presents to Indians, must be shown. A full explanation is required.
Suspended by the Indian Office (F. F. Crows, '76) . . .. ..
. .. ............•.•
.A.DDJTIO:\AL HE~[ARKS BY 2D AUDITOit'S 0FFICE.-".A.gent is I"0quired to furnish satisfactory evidence to the acco1mting officers that these presents were

106 00
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27

Vou.

28

Von.

30

Von.

31

32

33

"

34

actually made or delivered to the Indians, &c. Agent's explanations to suspension by the Indian Office not satisfactory and will therefore remain."
Edward Everett, ferriage . . . . . . . • • _.... . .............. .. .............. 25 00
"This voucher appears to be l?art of the expense incurred in collecting the
strayed cattle. The same objectwn therefore is made and same remarks will
app1y as to vouchers 23 & 24. Agent's explanations to this suspension not sat-isfactory.''
Suspended by the Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty, River Crows, '76) .........••••..
ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY 2D COMPT. OFFICE.-" This charge is for ferrying
employes, &c., across the Yellowstone River at various dates between May 13
& June 29,1876. Agent will explain how it occurred that in voucher No. 83, 2d
qr., 1875, this man is paid a regular salary as ferryman, and at that time it appears that this ferry was the property of the United States. Agent is required
to furnish a complete statement of this transaction."
Dexter E. Clapp, advertising .... . ... __ .. _................................ 48 00
''Agent is required to furnish his authority from the Secretary of the Interior
in accordance with law. (See Revised Statutes, sec. 3828, page 754.)"
Suspended by 2d ComRt. Office (incidental, '76) _............ _.. . . . .
48 00
William Clawson, ferriage .. .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. .......................... $25 75
"This voucher is suspended for explanation as to whether this ferry is not
the property of the United States Government, anrl borne npon agent's ,Property-return as such, and receipted for by Agent Carpenter, his successor.'
Suspended by Indian Office (incidental, '76) ...............................••
ADI)lTJONAL REMARKS BY 2D COMPT. OFFICE.-'' This voucher is for charges
of acting agent and employes of the agency crossing the YPllowstono River,
amounting to $2!l.75. Agents will inform the accounting officers how many
times must ·the Yellowstone River be crossed when in transit from his agency
to Bozeman. He must also procure a statement from the commanding officer
of Ft. Ellis sustaining his action in regard to the Pmployruent of guards, &c. ;
besides, whose property was this ferry at that time. W. Y. Smith appears to
have been away from his post of duty as miller, &c., many times, b11t occupying another position, viz., that of mail-carrier. Those irregularities lli'Pd explanation. Agent's explanation to the above suspension by the Indian Office not
being satisfactor.v, the suspension will remain until satisfactory explanation to
all the rtlmarks above made are received." (Suspended above.)
Dexter E. Clapp, agent, travel. expenses .... __ ...
. . ...... __ ..... _. __ $116 58
REMARKS BY INDIAN OFFICE.-" Agent should furnish subvouchers in support of each item charged for, or, if he cannot do so, must certify that it is impracticable to obtain them."
Suspended by Indian Office (incidental, '76) ... _ ........... _..... _..•• _.. .
ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY 2D UOMPT. OFFICE.-" This voucher app!'lars to be
for traveling expenses from New York City to Washin(;ton City, D . C., and return to New York City. and expenses while in Washmgton. D. C., from May
25th to Jnne 23, 1876, and expenses on June 24, 1876, at New York Uity, amounting in all to the sum of $116.58. As these charges are for expenses of agent
while absent from his agency without authority or leave of the Secretary of
the Interior, in direct vwlation of law, the same will be disallowed, as an
improper charge against the government.. It is true the hon. Commissioner of
Indian Affairs gave Agent Clapp authority to present these charges of expense
in his (agent's) accounts, but such authority cannot legalize the transaction."
I. H. Taylor, postmaster, box-rent . ...... __ .... __ ...... . . __.. __ .... _.. _ $16 00
"This is an unusual charge, and not a proper one against the government.
Explanation is required; the neccs;~it.v for l>ox-rent not apparent."
Suspended by 2d Audt. Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) ...... _........ _... .. . .
Elias Story, wood .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. ............ _.. _.. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . 846 00
''Agent certifies that this wood was deiivered upon contract, but fails to show
that the contract was approved b.v Commissioner of Indian Affairs, or to state
:~~j_:p,articular exigency existed which required snch a larg expenditure for
Suspended by the Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) _... . . _. ... _... _...
ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY 2D COMPT. OFFICE.-" When was this wood cut,
and by whom cut (141 corrl.s). An explanation must be furnished by affidavit,
supported by evidence from other disinterested parties; thH contract must also
be filed with the account. Suspension remains until satisfactor:y explanations
are received to al>ove objections; agent's ex:planati'm to suspenswns by Indian
Office not being satisfactory.''
.
Rich & Willson, sundries .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. ............. 188 76
" This voucher is suspenfled for further information, and r eport of s11ch facts
as will m'1ke it perfectly clear to this office that au exigency did actually exist
at the time the purchase was made."
Suspended by the Indian Office (F. F. Tr'ty Crows, '76) .....•........••.....•
ADDITIO-:<AL RE~IARKS BY 2n Co:r.rPT. OFFteEItem: 12 loaves bread, at 25c. each .. _.. . . . . .. ........................ .
3 00
"These loaves were purchased at various times by the employes at
Bozeman. It is shown by expense bill of Kruger, and also Geo. Wakefield, that the employes incurred regular board bills, and they were
paid by A7,ent Clapp, and the necessity for these purchases must be
explained. '
·

25 00

25 75

116 58

16 00

846 00

188 75
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Item: 2 lb. crackers, 18c....... .... . .... ...... ...... •••••• .. ............
Remarks to the above item apply.
5 lbs. of butter, 25c.... . .. .. .. .. .. . • • .. .. . • .. .. .. .. • .. • • • • . .. .. . . .. 1 25
2 cans jelly, 60c ................................................... 1 20
4 cans fruit, 55 ..................................................... 2 20
4 65

Vou.'f

36c.

' 65

8 01
The last named items are disallowed .................................. .4 65
.Also, item: 1 table cloth, disallowed ....................................... 3 75
''There also appear several other small purchases of bacon, sugar, oats, &c.
A full explanation as to the necessity for these purchases, and by whom they
were used, must be furnished. The entire voucher remains suspended, as
above, as recommended by the Indian Office."
Pay-roll of employes ::item: Amount' paid E. A. Bridges, teacher, for 2d qr., 1876, at $900
per annum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225 06
Item : Paid Mrs. 0. S. Baker, rna tron, for 2d qr., 1876, at $50 per
month .. .. • .. .. ..
. . . . . . . . .. • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 150 00
Remarks to vouchers 3 & 48, 1st qr.1876, apply.
Suspended by 2d Com pt. Office ............................................ .
The followin~ vouchers, being payments to employes, are hereby suspended
for the want of agent's certificate under oath, as required by act of Congress,
.June 22,1874:For 1st qr. 1875, vouchers 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 35, 36, amounting to ............................ .4, 070 00
Less the following vouchers heretofore suspended for other causes, but
which will stand suspended as above after suspensions for other causes
are removed, 7, 8,12,15, 16,19, 26, 27,30 & 23 ........................... 1, 675 00

375 00
48,166 39

For 2d qr. 1875, voucher~:~ 3, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 1!9.
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,40, 41, 42, 43, 44,45, 46, 47,48, 49, 50, 51, 52,
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 91, 92, 94, 97, & 98 ................ ... ...... ~' ... 7, 822 -91
Less the following vou. heretofore suspended for other causes, but which
will stand suspended as above after suspensions for other causes are
removed, 3, 6, 13, 14, 19, 22, 30, 31, 32, 37, 42, 43, 44, 70, 73, 82, 83, 84, 91, 92, 94,
.
97, 98 ........................................... .... .................. 2,941 47
Add for property not accounted for as per schedule herewith attached ......... .
Add amount short returned to U.S. Treasury as balance on band at close
of 2d qr. 1875, and close of fiscal year 1865, as shown by his certificate
of deposit transmitting the same, and which covered only the sum of 56~ 70
Whereas the same shou1d have been for the sum of $562.76, as shown
and entered on his% current ...................... . .................. 562 76
Di:fforence ................................................................. .

2, 395 00

4, 881 44
100 50

06
55,543 39

For property items see next page.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 2D AUDT. OFFICE,

March 15, 1880.

0. WILCOX.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND COMPTR. OFFICE,

May 22, 1880.

E. J. DOWLING.

Sohedttle of p1·operty for which Dexter E. Clapp, Indian Agent, is aocou,ntable.

!~hq~.1~75 6~:~~er_~~·- ~~-~~~-- ~-~~~~~~ -1~~-t~~~ .-a:.~~~-~~~--~~~~:~~-~--~~~::::::::::::::::::::

Von. 101 Two rifles, $22 each, $44.00; two saddles for $44 (F. F. Tr'ty, '75) .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .
Fracl.
'th qr.1876 Subsistence sold, not accounted f r...... ............. .... •••••• ...... ....... ...

~ ~g

88 00
2 00
$100 50

SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE.

A.F.W.
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DR.

Dwter E. Clapp in account

Bond of Oct. 29, 1874, and May 20, 1875.
1875.

1876.

1877. 1875.

1876.

1877.

- - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -- --- - - - - - - - - -- 1875.
Feb'y 6

A.~~7l 3

Feb'y17
Jan'y14

To requisition No. 8164 .•••••..•..... 2, 500 00 .. . .. . .. .. .... 750 00 .. . . .. . . .. ...... 3, 250 00
"
do.
8920 ...................... 1, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. 750 00 ........ 1, 750 00
"
do.
9631. ..................... 1, 000 00 .... .. .... .. 750 00 ........ 1, 750
" James Wri~ht, Dec, 7, 1874 ............................. 101 92 .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . 101
To appropriation:
For value of property not accounted
for charged here to close accounts
on property ledger...... . .. .. . .. . ..
8 75 .. . .. . .. 2 00 . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .
10
To Interior Dept. transfer %:
For amount of credit balance trans·
ferred to gen'l account of appropriations (see entry pr. contra) .................... 260 13 .. .. .. ... .. . .. 460 47 720

00
92

75

60

Balance due the United States ...... 1, 216 881, 925 98 ............................ 3, 142 86
1
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.
with the United States.

CR.

1875.
--- 1----~-----------1---

1876.

1877. 1875.

1876.

1877.

- -- - - - 1 - - - - - --

---

By appropriation:
For amount disbursed from December 7, 1H74. to June 30, '1876, inclu·
si ve, & including his own ealar.v for
same time, as per ~en'! abst. of dis·
bursemen ts herew1th. . . . .
.. .. .. 810 25
74 02 ...... 851 92 1, 261 OZ ........ 2, 997
.Also, amount claimed for his traveling exP.f'nses in Oct., 1876, per itemized b1ll herewith, for the sum of
265.13, less the sum of $3.00 paid for
waiters, &c., disallowed, leaving
the sum ot 262.13 as allowed under
appro. incidental exp. 1877, not
charged in his a~ount current ...................... 262 13 . .. • .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 262
.Also, amount of agent's claim for salary from July 1st to Oct. 21, 1876,
incl., & not charged in his % current, claimfiledhe:-ewith .............................................. 460 47 460
By Interior Dept. transfer acct.:
For amt. of debit balances transferred
to gen'l acc't of appropriations (see
entry per contra) ........ ·. .......... 481 62 .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 238 98 .. .. .. .. 7:!0
Balance ................................ 1, 216 881, 925 96 ............................ 3, 142
2. 508 'i5 2. 000 00 262 13 851 921. 500 00

TREASURY DEP'T,

0.

2ND .A.UDT. OFFICE, March 15, 1880.

May22, 1880.

13

47

60
86

460 47r 583 27

WILCOX.

57.

E. J. DOWLING.
TKEASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND COMPTROLLER'S 0FJ;1CE 1
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.

Dexter E. Clapp, late U. S. Indian Agent, Cr()Uj Agency,

DR.

Fulfilling treaty
with Crows.
Under bonds of Oct. 29,
1874, and May 20, 1875.
1875.

1876.

F~f~inljii~!~
Crows.

1875.

1876.

Fulfilling
treaty
with
Crows,

Interpreters.

1875 &
1876.

1875. 1876.

Total.

- - - - 1 - - - - -- - -- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1875.

Feb'y 6 To requisition No. 8164. 12,577 17 .••.. . ... 7, 500 00 ......... . ....... . 200 00 ...... 20,277
Mar. 4 "
do.
8244 . 1, 150 00 . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • 1, 150
:May 3
do.
8!)25 . . •• • • • . . . . . . . .•.......•........... 10, 000 00 ............ 10, 000
Aug. 13 "
do.
8920 ...•.. . .•. 15,450 00 . .•...•. 6, 000 00 .....•. .. ...... 200 00 21,650
Sept. 27 "
do.
9158 . . • • . . . . . . 4, 400 00 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ..•• 4, 400

·I

1876.

17
00
00
00
00

Feb'y 17 "
do.
9631. ....••••• 11, 450 00 ....••.. 10, 000 00 . . . . . . . . • . .••• 200 00 21, 650 00
Jan'y 14 James Wright, Dec. 7,
1874...... . . • • • . . . . . . 1, 594 99 .••....•. 2, 153 31 . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . 27 18 . . . . . . 3, 775 48

To appropriation:
For am't rec'd for sub·
sistence sold to employes during 1st &

Af~~ l~~~;~~~ ~i p~o:p:

...... .. ... ...... ........

erty not accounted
for charged here to
close account on property ledger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

363 62

26o oo . . . . • . . . . . . .

89 75 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .

623 621

89 75

15, 3~2 16131, 3~9 75 9, 653 3116, 363 6210, 2~0 001227 181400 00 83, 616 02

Balance

due

United -

- - - - - - - - - ----~ ---- - - - - -- - -- -

S~ates .....•.......... 13,749 6318, 877 58 4, 267 1411,335 74l 3, 447 84 .... .......• r51, 677 93

I
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Montana Territory; in account with the United States.

I

I

/

Fu~~i~6rot~~~ty
1875.

1876.

1877.

20

do.

"

1875.

1876.

Interpretem.

1875&
1876.

1876.

TotaL

1875. 1876.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

AugustS By requhlition No. 845.
July

•

Fulfillinfjireaty Fulfilling
with
i ver treaty
Crows.
with
Crows,

977.

;~;'tp~:~riajt~~~rsed

562 70

........... ........... ........... .......... . .......... . .......

562 70

.......

844 30

········· ............. ..............

363 62

480 68· -- -- --

from

December 7,
1874, to June 30,
1876, * inclusive, &

including pay of employes & interpreters for same time,

/
/

dis~~~s~!n~~t~b~!r~~
with----·········-·- 1, 009 83 ... 512

/

'T ....,
'T . . ""·

4. . . . . .

6, 331 48'227 18 400 •

.1.•. "" 09

Balance ........... -- -- 13,749 63 ~8, 877 5814, 267 14111, 335 74 ~7 84.:..:.:.:..:.:. ...... 51,677 93
15,322 16

"· 389

!'., "- - - - -

363 .. 10. 260 ..

400 00183,616 02

1

*Salary from Dec. 7, 1874, to Oct. 21, 1876.
0. WILCOX. 57.
TREASURY DBP'T, 2ND A.UDT. OFFICE, March 15, 1880.

E. ,J. DOWLING.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE,

S. Ex.19-3

May 22,1880.

\

\
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ACCOUNTS OF DEXTER E. CLAPP.
(OFFICE FORM N 0. 14.)
No. 1189.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
SEco~D AuDITOR's 'OFFICE,
MaTch 15th, 1880.
I certify that I have examined and adjusted the account of Dexter E. Clapp, late
Indian Agent at Crow Agency, Montana Territory, under bonds of Oct. 29th, 1874,
and May 20, 1875. Period of service from December 7th, 1874, to October 21st, 1876,
inclusive. Stated to show condition to date, and find that he is indebted to the
United States in the sum of fifty-four thousand eight hundred and twenty dolla"!-'s and
seventy-nine cents (54,8~0.79), under the following appropriations:
Due the United States :
Fulfg. treaty with Crows, 1875. ·----- ................ ---- ---· ............ 13,749 63
"
"
''
''
1876 ...... ...••..............•................. 1 ,H77 58
"
"
"
"
1875 & 1876--- .. - .... --- ....... --- ...... ---. -- . ' -147 84
"
''
"River Crows, 1875 .................. ____ ................ 4,~67 14
"
"
"
"
"
1876 .. ----- ..... ---- .... ---------- .. ---- .. 11, :J3fi4
Incidental expenses, Indian service in Montana, 1875 __ ................ _... 1, 216
"
"
"
"
"
"
1876 .......... -- .. ------ . 1, 9~5 98 .
54,820 79
As appears from the statement and vouchers herewith transmitted for the decision
of the Second Comptroller of the Treasury thereon.
(Sgd.)
H. C. HARMON,
Acting Auditor.
To the SECOND COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY.
0. W. 57.

E. J. A.

J. D. F.

SECOND COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE.
I admit and certify the above balance this twent.y-second day of May, 18/:lO.
(Sgd.)
W. W. 1 PTON,
Second Gomptrollm'.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., December 28, 1880.
SIR: In obedience to direction endorsed upon copy of Senate Resolution of the 21st
instant, viz: "That the Secretary of the Treasury be directed to transmit to the Senate, copies of all papers in his office relative to the settlement of the accounts of Dexter E. Clapp, late agent of the Crow Indians, Montana Territory," I send herewith
copies of the statement and report of the cash account, being settlement No. 1189 of
May 22d, 1880. The statement of differences which shows how the balance against
late Agent Clapp arose is iu t.he office of the Second Comptroller.
The construction put upon the resolution by this office is that it requires copies of
papers relating to the settlement only, and not to the rendering of said accounts by the
agent.
If t.he resolution requires copies of all accounts current, abstracts, vouchers, andreturns rendered by late Agent Clapp, the work will be a heavy draft upon this office
in the existing condition of its cJ.erical force, for it will involve the copying of nearly
one thousand papers, many of which are large sheets and closely written.
It is proper to state that the property account of late Agent Clapp is closed, and
also that he has filed full and voluminous explanations, which he claims will remedy
the uefects in the vouchers first rendered, a.nd that said explanations have not yet
been passed into settlement, but that they are now in the office of the Second Comptroller for examination.
The copy of the resolutien is returned herewith.
Very respectfully,
0. FERRIS, Auditor.
Ron. JOHN SHERMAN,
Seeretary of the Treasury.

c

